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Abstract
Multiagent resource allocation is a growing area of research at the interface of
Economics and Computer Science. It encapsulates many different aspects from resource
allocation raging from economical, game theoretical, to purely computational. This work
concerns the computational aspect of resource allocation, particularly, the complex
combinatorial problems. Besides the extensive theoretical work and besides the raising
number of practical applications, many fundamental problems in multiagent resource
allocation still lack proper solutions. Here, it shown how a fully declarative and highly
expressive logic programming paradigm, Answer Set Programming, can be used for
providing general and flexible solutions of these problems in a compact and declarative
manner.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Resource allocation is the problem of finding a suitable distribution of resources
among several entities. Depending on the type of resources and the entities to which the
resources are being distributed, such problem can take various forms relevant to different
application domains. Since some of these domains are closely related to Economics,
resource allocation has been extensively studied under this scientific discipline. In
Economics the focus is on the qualitative aspect of resource allocation (what is a suitable
distribution of resources?), while, the computational aspect (how to find a good
distribution of resources?) has been addressed in Computer Science. However, both
scientific disciplines lack completeness in their studies. A comprehensive approach has to
address both the computational and the qualitative aspects of resource allocation. It turns
out that the Multi Agent System (MAS) paradigm provides the necessities for the
augmentation of such approach. In fact, many problems which appear in MAS can be
considered, with certain abstraction, as research allocation problems in which both the
qualitative and the computational aspects are relevant.
MAS is a collection of autonomous software entities ‘agents’ which act on their behalf in
order to achieve the desired performances of the overall systems. In MAS, resources are
being distributed among agents, thus the area is referred to as Multi Agent Resource
Allocation (MARA). Generally, MARA studies the problem of finding a distribution of
resources to agents which satisfies certain quality criteria that depends, in one way or the
other, on the agent’s preferences (an indication of the agent’s satisfaction for a particular
allocation). The main issues addressed by MARA are: the representation of agent’s
preferences, the definition of quality criteria and the procedures for finding a particular
distribution of resources (protocols). There has been extensive work done on all these
issues with both theoretical and practical results [1]. In essence, several methods have
been developed for compact representation of agent’s preferences. Furthermore, quality
criteria have been defined for the requirements of various applications of MARA and
notions like optimal, Pareto-optimal and envy-free distributions have been established.
Finally, a number of protocols have been developed for both centralized (a single agent
computes the final distribution of resources) and distributed (the final distribution of
resources is a result of sequence of steps in each of which some agents agree on a
resource exchange) allocation of resources. This includes studies of the agents’ behavior
under these protocols as well as results on their computational and communicational
complexity.
Despite the extensive theoretical work done in MARA which has contributed for better
understanding of resource allocation in general, and despite the growing number of
applications relevant to MARA (examples are scheduling, strategic planning, industrial
procurement, logistics, airport traffic management, public transport, efficient and fair
exploration on earth observation satellites, and network routing [1]), the computational
aspect of MARA problems have not drawn much the attention of researches in the past
years with practical results are still lacking. The reason for this is that finding an
allocation of resources which satisfies certain quality criteria is in not at all easy. In fact,
as long there are no strict restrictions on the number of resources, most of the problems in
MARA are of NP-complete (or higher) complexity and often include additional
constraints on the final allocation. Thus, no matter which distribution protocol is used,
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some of the agents will need to be equipped with an algorithm, not only powerful enough
for solving the problem, but also very flexible in accommodating additional constraints,
different quality criteria, and different preference representations.
Consider an example from the e-commerce domain, the well known winner
determination problem in combinatorial auctions, defined as follows: a special agent the
auctioneer announces a set of resources that it wants to sell and receives multiple bids
(from other agents) for subset of those resources. Obviously the goal of the auctioneer in
such scenario is to accept the set of mutually exclusive bids (each resource appears at
most in one bid) which provides the biggest possible revenue. Since this is a centralized
scenario, it is up to the auctioneer to decide to whom to sell the resources and thus to
compute the best possible distribution. This amounts to searching all possible
combinations of mutual exclusive bids, and the number of such combination is
exponential in respect to the number of bids. Moreover, real world auctions are dynamic
and often include various constraints. For example, when selling large amounts of
resources is common to limit the maximum number of resources allocated to a single
agent due to shipping convenience. Auctions can also take different forms in terms of the
valid bids, or the treatment of resources (auctioning bottles of wine is much different than
auctioning electricity). Accordingly, a perfect auctioneer must deal with complex
problems which can take different forms.
Imagine that instead of finding algorithms for solving such problems, the problems can
be solved automatically. All that is needed is a specification of what the problem is,
rather than how the problem is solved. Something which for the example above look as
follows:
•

the set of bids are…,

•

each bid can be either accepted or not accepted,

•

two bids containing the same item can not be accepted,

•

the sum of the values of the accepted bids needs to be maximized.

This is known as declarative problem solving or declarative programming, and it has
been of special interest to the AI community, in which, there is a constant tendency
towards higher abstraction and clear semantics of programs. There are several approaches
to declarative programming. Logic Programming is perhaps the most popular and most
widely studied because it produces intuitive programs. Accordingly, many Logic
Programming paradigms have been developed for both weakly declarative (beside the
problem specification, the program also contains control information) and strongly
declarative programming (the program contains only the problem specification). The two
most significant examples of the latter are logic programming under the well-founded
semantics [37] and logic programming under the stable model semantics [29], also
referred to as Answer Set Programming (ASP) [33, 34, 35].While the well-founded
semantics is not expressive enough for specifying most of the problems in MARA, ASP
is a good candidate for declarative and flexible solution to such problems.
ASP is a kind of logic programming oriented to difficult (NP - Hard) search problems. It
is “pure” logic in the sense that it has clearly defined semantics, the stable model
semantics for normal logic programs [29] (programs which do not contain explicit
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negation, for programs with explicit negation, i.e. extended logic programs, the semantics
are referred to as answer set semantics, and thus the name ASP). The syntax of ASP is
similar to Prolog, however ASP is fully declarative and thus much different. In general,
when a problem is to be solved using ASP, it is encoded with a logic program whose
answer sets correspond to the solutions of the problem. Because of the full declaratives of
ASP, the programs are typically compact, intuitive and easy to come up with. An answer
set solver is used for computing the answer sets of a program. Common answer set
solvers are Smodels and Clasp for extended logic programs [31,43], and DLV [32] for
extended logic programs with disjunction in the head of the rules, all of which include
optimization statements (rules for minimizing or maximizing certain value which is
depended, in terms of weights, on the literals present in the answer set) for modeling
optimization problems in ASP. This is very important since there are many such
problems in MARA.
In fact, ASP has been already successfully applied to solving the winner determination
problem [39]. The main advantage of this approach, as opposed to other approaches, is
that it is fully declarative and it leads to intuitive and flexible (in terms of generalizations
and additional constrain) solutions. In fact, the ASP formalization of the winner
determination problem directly resembles the declarative specification above. Regarding
flexibility, generalizing from single-unit auctions (there is a single unit of each resource,
the resource itself) to multi-unit auctions (there are many units of each resource, and
agents bids for unit of resources) does not require detailed knowledge of the original
program or its structure, while constrains (for example two resources must be allocated to
the same agent or set of resources should not be sold under specific price) in most of the
cases amount to adding few rules in the program. Also the ASP approach is rather
efficient, although not comparable to the specialized algorithms.
Taking this into account, in this dissertation it is investigated whether ASP can be used
for solving other problems in MARA, preserving the advantage in declaratives and
flexibility. This is motivated by the high expressivity of ASP and its knowledge
representational roots. Because of the former, ASP should be able to capture most of the
problems in MARA, and because of the latter, ASP seems adequate for compact
representation of agents’ preferences in most of the methods studied in MARA. Finally,
the reasonably efficient implementations of answer set solvers promise efficient
solutions, which are likely to improve in the future (with improvements in answer set
solving).
The concern is mostly on problems in centralized resource allocation which is more
natural for ASP. Distributed protocols are commonly applied to problems in which
finding the optimal allocation is infeasible and small improvements on the initial
distribution are considered a success. Exceptions are problems in distributed protocols
which relay on some complex agent behavior, and which are partly addressed in this
dissertation.
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1.1 Structure
The dissertation is structured as follows. The following chapter (chapter 2) contains an
overview of MARA where its main components are discussed: resources, preference
representations, allocations procedures (e.g. negotiations, auctions), collective utility
functions (the social welfare) and complexity of some decision problems in MARA. All
of the resource allocation problems that are solved later on are covered in this overview.
Chapter 3 is an overview of ASP, its syntax and semantics, and the answer set solvers
relevant to this dissertation: DLV, Clasp and Smodels. Chapter 4 is the main chapter of
the dissertation. It starts with the motives for applying ASP in MARA, followed by the
ASP solutions of several MARA problems. The experimental results for the solutions are
presented in Chapter 5. Finally the conclusions are given in chapter 6.

1.2 Contributions
There are three main contribution of this dissertation:
•

It provides sound and complete solutions for several problems in MARA.

•

It provides examples of how problems of different complexity classes can be
declaratively solved in ASP, more specifically, from NP-Complete up to
ΣP2 problems.

•

It provides benchmarks for testing answer set solvers.

Regarding centralized allocation of discrete, single unit, indivisible, non sharable, and
static resources, solutions are presented for the following problems: Welfare
Improvement, Welfare Optimization (both the decision and the optimization version),
Pareto-optimality (both the decision and the optimization version), Envy Freeness (both
the decision and the optimization version), Pareto-optimality and Envy Freeness
combined (both the decision and the optimization version) and Winner determination in
combinatorial auctions (for the XOR and the OR language). Regarding the distributed
allocation, a solution is presented for the problem of determining the next proposal under
the Zeuthen strategy in the simple Monotonic Concession protocol.
In general, all common notions of social welfare are taken into account, as well as
different preference representations, including: the bundle form, the k-additive form,
weighted goals, and the different orderings of prioritized goals.
Beside the above, the dissertation also provides an overview of both Multiagent Resource
Allocation and Answer Set Programming.
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2. Multiagent Resource Allocation – Overview
Resource allocation is an area studied by both Computer Science and Economics.
While in computer science the concern is mostly of procedural nature, (how to find a
particular distribution of resources) in economics the focus is on qualitative issues (what
is a good distribution of resources). Thus, in order to comprehensively address the
problem of allocating resources an interdisciplinary approach is needed. MARA is such
an approach based on the Multi Agent System (MAS) framework. The following is the
definition of MARA as given in [1]:
Multi Agent Resource Allocation is the process of distributing a number of items amongst
a number of agents.
The definition should be further specified in terms of the following questions: what are
the items to be distributed? How are the items being distributed? And why are the items
being distributed (what are the objectives of the distribution)? The answers to these
questions are not straightforward and are the essence of this chapter.
In MARA the term resource is used to refer to the items that are being distributed to
agents, although this is not literally true. For example in task oriented domains tasks (not
resources) are distributed to agents (the actual resources). The term allocation is used for
referring to a particular distribution of resources and the term bundle is used for referring
to a collection of resources.
This chapter focuses on the topics in MARA relevant to this dissertation and is based on
the MARA overview in [1]. It is structured as follows. Firstly the different
categorizations of resources which can appear in MARA problems are discussed
followed by an explanation of the different structures and representations of agents’
preferences. The different properties of a potential solution are discussed next, followed
by an explanation of the allocation procedures that can be used for allocating resources.
Finally, before the conclusion, the complexity of some problems in MARA is stated.

2.1 Resources
Resources play a central role in any resource allocation problem. Depending on the
nature of the resources or the way they are treated during allocation there are several
categorizations of resources.
The first categorization divides resources to continuous (e.g. liquid, gas, energy…) or
discrete (e.g. fruit, table, chair…). As in other domains the meaning of continuous is
infinitely divisibleand the meaning of discrete is not infinitely divisable. A common
approach is to treat a continuous resource as discrete by dividing it to a number of small
indivisible units, thus to some extant the methods used for discrete MARA can also be
applied in the continuous case.
Alternatively, resources can be treated as indivisible or divisable. Unlike the previous
characterization which is a property of the resources themselves, the distinction between
indivisible and divisibleis done when the resources are being allocated. For example, a
bottle of wine can appear as both divisibleand indivisible resource. If a supplier allocates
bottles of wine to super markets, a bottle of wine is indivisible since the supplier can not
allocate a half bottle to one market and another half to other. On the other hand, if wine is
-8-
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to be served (allocated) to people in a restaurant, a bottle is divisible since someone can
be given a glass of wine.
Resources can also be sharable or not sharable. Sharable resources are the ones that can
be allocated to more than one agent at once. Such resource can be an internet server
which can be used by more than one agent simultaneously. On the other hand a non
sharable resource (e.g. chair) can be only allocated to a single agent at a time.
Other categorization is the one of static and non static resources. Non static resources
are either consumable i.e. the resource is used up by the actions performed by an agent
(example fuel), or perishable, i.e. the value of the resource reduces over time (example
food). If the resource does not change its properties over time then it is considered static.
Although not all resources are static in MARA they are often assumed to be. The rational
behind this is that even when resources are consumable or perishable they can be
assumed to be static for the time needed for finding an allocation.
Resources can also be divided to single-unit and multi-unit resources. In the multi-unit
case many items of a specific type are treated as one resource. For example a multi-unit
resource wine can represent many bottles of wine that are to be allocated to agents. In the
single-unit case every unit is a distinct resource with a unique name. It is obvious that a
multi-unit resource can be transformed to many single-unit resources by giving each unit
a unique name, i.e. consider it as a separate resource. Accordingly, the distinction
between single-unit and multi-unit is only a matter of representation.
Task oriented domains with certain abstraction can also be considered as a resource
allocation problems where tasks are resources on which the agent give negative utility.
However, tasks have typically a set of constrains associated with them (e.g. one task
should be done before other) which is not the case in a common resource allocation
problem.
The primary concern in this dissertation is the allocation of discrete, indivisible, non
sharable and static resources. Note that tasks can also be considered as such.

2.2 Preferences
Agents’ preferences represent the relative or the absolute agent’s satisfaction with a
particular allocation and are necessary for defining the quality aspects of a solution to a
research allocation problem. They can be either specified over alternative allocations or
over alternative bundles. This does not make a difference in most of the formalizations
that follow. However, in most parts of the dissertation, it is assumed that preferences are
defined over alternative bundles. This is sufficient for problems that are free of allocative
externalities, i.e. agent’s preferences only depend on the resources allocated to it and not
on the resources allocated to the other agents. In general, agents’ preferences are defined
in terms of structure and representation.

2.2.1 Preference Structure
A structure represents the preferences of an agent over a possible set of alternatives.
There are four preference structures.
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The cardinal preference structure consists of a utility function u: X → Val where X
represent the set of alternative bundles, and Val is a set of numeric values or a totally
ordered scale of qualitative values (e.g. very bad, bad, average, good….). The former is
called quantitative while the latter alternatives qualitative preference structure.
The ordinal preference structure consist of binary relations between alternatives x y
denoting that the bundle x is at least as preferred as the bundle y. x p y denotes strict
preference. The ordinal preferences are not as expressive as the cardinal preferences in
the sense that they cannot express preference intensity. On the other hand, each cardinal
preference induces an ordinal preference.
A binary preference structure simply partitions the set of alternatives into two sets: one
representing good and one representing bad alternatives. This kind of structure can be
considered as special case of cardinal or ordinal structures.
A fuzzy preference structure is a fuzzy relation over the set of alternatives X, i.e. a
function f : X × X → [0,1] defining the degree to which one alternative is preferred over
the other. Since such preferences have not been extensively studied and are rarely used in
practice, they are not further considered in the dissertation.

2.2.2 Representing quantitative preference
Preferences need to be properly represented when used in practice. The problem is that
the number of alternatives is usually exponential in respect to the number of overall
resources and thus an explicit representation (listing all alternatives with their associated
utility values for cardinal preference, or the full
relation for ordinal preferences) will
be exponentially large. For this reason, MARA is also concerned with languages for
more succinct preference representation. In what follows some of these languages are
explained, first for the quantitative and then for the ordinal preferences. The common
bidding languages used in combinatorial auctions are explained at the end of the section.
The bundle form is the most basic approach for representing quantitative preferences. It
simply enumerates all bundles for which the agent has a non-zero utility. Thus, a bundle
representation is a set of pairs 〈R,u(R)〉 with R being the bundles for which u(R) ≠ 0. For
example, if the set of resources is {a, b, c} and the preference of an agent are
{〈{a},2〉,〈{b},1〉,〈{a,b},3〉,〈{a,b,c},3〉}, aside for the explicit utilities, a 0 utility is
assigned to the bundles {c},{b,c},and {a,c}. It is obvious that the bundle form is fully
expressive in terms of representing any possible utility function.
Another approach is the k-additive form [2] which exploits regularities in a function in
order to build efficiently computable succinct representation. Given k ∈ N, a utility
function u is k-additive if and only if for every set of resources T of size less or equal to k
there exist a coefficient αT such that:

If a utility function is represented in terms of such coefficient then it is given in the kadditive form.
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Intuitively the coefficient αT represents the additional gain of utility when having all the
resources in T together aside of the utilities associated to any of its proper subsets.
Accordingly, if an agent has a utility 2 for the bundle {a}, 2 for the bundle {b}, and 5 for
the bundle {a, b}, the synergetic value of having the resources a and b together is 1 (the
utility of the whole set, minus the utility of its proper subsets), and thus α{a, b}=1, α{a}=2
and α{a}=2.
The k-additive preference representation is fully expressive only when k is equal to the
overall number of resources. However in many application domains the utility functions
can be assumed k-additive only with a relatively small value for k.
Straight line programs (SLPs) [3] can also be used for representing agents’ preferences.
They are acyclic graphs with two types of vertexes: inputs, which have in-degree 0, and
gates with in-degree 2. The gates with out-degree 0 are the outputs. In addition to the
graph structure SLPs are defined with a binary operation associated to each gate vertex.
A topological labeling of the vertexes assigns a values λ( xi ) =i, to each input vertex
x0…xi, and a value λ(v) > max{λ(w1), λ( w2)} to each vertex v given its in-edges
〈w1,v〉 and 〈w2,v〉.
An SLP C, consisting of the inputs 〈x1, x2…xm〉 and p gates, t of which 〈s0, s1…st-1〉 output
gates, computes the result by executing a program consisting of exactly m+p lines each
computing a single bit value res(i) for each vertex i. Given an input vector
〈α1,α2…αm〉, res(i)= αi for the lines computing the res for the inputs vertexes, i.e. 1≤ i ≤
m, and res(i)= res(j1)θres(j2) for m + 1≤ i ≤ m + p, where θ is the binary operation
associated to the ith vertex with the corresponding input vertexes j1 and j2. The output of
t −1
the SLP C for a input vector α is then: val(C, α) = ∑i =0 res(si) * 2i . Accordingly, given
a mapping from an alternative S to its characteristic m-bit input vectors α(S), the utility of
S, u(S) = val(C,α(S)) .
A SLP provide an alternative for representing a utility function of the form u: 2R → N
(where R is the set of resources, and N is the set of natural numbers, with possible
extensions to integers and reals), and like the bundle form, it’s fully expressive. Note that,
for some functions the SLPs representation is exponentially smaller than the one given in
the bundle form. Consider a utility function which returns 1 for odd number of resources,
i.e. |S| is odd, and 0 otherwise. The number of lines needed by the bundle representation
is equivalent to the number of bundles with odd number of resources 2m-1(where m is the
number of resources) which is exponential. The same can be linearly represented by an
SLP consisting of 2m-1ines, where there are m inputs (each input corresponds to a
resource and it has value 1 if the resource belongs to S, and 0 otherwise) and m-1 gates
(one of which is an output) each computing XOR. For example, the SLP in figure 2.1 can
be used for computing the function when the number of overall resources is 4:
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Figure 2.1. SLP example when overall number of resources is 4:

Similarly, when the overall number of resources is 5, the SLP of figure 2.2 can be used.

Figure 2.2. SLP example when overall number of resources is 5:

An alternative approach for compact representation of preferences is the explicit use of
logic languages [4]. In a logic-based preference representation each resource r
correspond to a propositional formula pr that is true if the agent owns that resource and
false otherwise. Here every bundle corresponds to a model. Agents then express their
preferences in terms of propositional formulas (goals) that they want to be satisfied. The
simplest such representation is to have a single propositional formula representing the
goal G. The agent’s utility is 1 if the received bundle R satisfies the goal G (R G), and 0
otherwise (R G). A possible refinement is to have a set of goals GB = {G1,…,Gn} and
then count the number of satisfied goals in R. Further refinement is to associate a weight
αi to each goal (i.e. GB = {〈G1,α1〉, …, 〈Gn,,αn〉}). The weight represents the importance
of a goal and is used to associate penalties to the bundles that do not satisfy that goal.

The utility of the bundle is the reverse of its penalty:
Such representation is called weighted goals. Similar to the k-additive representation,
this representation can express the synergetic value of having two resources together, just
instead of coefficients it uses weights. Thus the example used above for the k-additive
representation consists of the following database of weighted goals GB = {〈has(a),−2〉,
〈has(b),−2〉, 〈has(a) ∧ has(b),−1〉} (where has(r) is true if the resource r is allocated to the
agent whose utilities are represented). The final utilities in this case are -3 for the bundle
{a}, -3 for the bundle {b}, and 0 for the bundle {a, b}. This is equivalent to the utilities
in the k-additive case mentioned before, only instead of from 0 to 5 the value ranges from
0 to -5. It is enough to use only conjunction in the weighted goals to express any utility
function, having in mind that the k-additive representation is fully expressive (in the
- 12 -
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general case) and conjunction is sufficient for simulating it with weighted goals.
Moreover, this representation can express more complex goals (and relationships
between resources), for example the goal ”has(a) → has(b)” can be used for expressing
the statement: the agent wants resource b whenever the resource a is allocated to it.

2.2.3 Representing of ordinal preference
When representing ordinal preferences, logic based languages play a central role. In
essence, a very similar representation to the one of weighted goals is used for
representing ordinal preferences. The only difference is that instead of weights this
representation uses priority relation on goals and thus it is called prioritized goals. In the
case when the priority relation is complete, which is a usual assumption, the priorities on
the formulas can be represented with a function r from integers to integers. In such case,
a goal base is a set of goals with an associated function GB = 〈{G1,...,Gn}, r 〉 where if r(i)
= j, j is the rank of the goal Gi. By convention a smaller rank means a higher priority.
There are several methods how to further extend this representation in a preference
relation over alternatives. The following are the most common:
•

best-out ordering: An allocation R is best out preferred over an allocation R’ if the
goal(s) with the smallest rank (highest priority) among the unsatisfied goals in R
has greater rank compared to the corresponding such(s) goal in R’. Formally,
R R’ iff min{r(i) | R Gi}≤ min{ r(i) | R’ Gi} such

•

descrimin ordering: An allocation R is descrimin preferred over an allocation R’ if
the goal(s) with the smallest rank among the goals satisfied by R and not satisfied
by R’ has a greater rank compared to the corresponding such goal(s) in R’.
R’ iff d(R, R’) < d(R’,
Formally, let d(R, R’) = min{r(i) | R Gi ∧ R’ Gi}. R
R) or {Gi | R Gi} = { Gi | R’ Gi}.

•

leximin ordering: An allocation R is leximin preferred over an allocation R’ if it
satisfies more goals of certain rank i, and an equal number of goals for all ranks
which are smaller than i. Formally, let dk(R) = |{ Gi | R Gi ∧ r(i) = k}|. R R’
iff there exist a k such that dk(R) < dk(R’) and ∀j < k, dj(R) = dj(R’). R
R’ iff
R R’ or ∀j, dj(R) = dj(R’).

Note that
entails R

and
are total orderings while
R’ entails R
R’.

is a partial ordering. Also R

R’

Consider a simple example with three resources a, b, c and the following goal base GB =
{〈has(a),1〉, 〈has(b),2〉, 〈has(c),2〉, 〈has(a) ∧ has(b),3〉}. The following are the full
preference relations for the best-out, descrimin and leximin orderings repetitively:
•

{a,b,c}

•

{a,b,c}
{b,c}, {a,c},{a,b},{a},{b},{c},{},
{a,c},{b,c},{a},{b},{}
{a,b}
{a,c}
{b,c},{b},{c},{a},{}
{a}
{b,c},{c},{b},{},
{c},{b},{}
{b,c}
{b}
{},

{a,b}

{a,c}

{a}
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{b,c}

{b}

{c}

{};
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{c}
•

{a,b,c}

{},
{a,b}

{a,c}

{a}

{b,c}

{b}

{c}

{};

It is obvious that the leximin is the most detailed relation, while the descrimin leaves
incomparable bundles such as {b} and {c}.
Another logical approach for representing ordinal preferences is the so called ceteris
paribus preferences. This language represents preferences by statements of the form
“given all other things being equal, I prefer these alternatives over other ones”. Formally
a ceteris paribus statement C: G > G’ [V], where C, G and G’ are propositional formulas
and V is a set of propositional variables, means “when C is true, all irrelevant things
being equal, I prefer G ∧ ¬G’ to G’ ∧ ¬G. The preference relation is then the transitive
closure of the preference relations induced from such statements. A special case of the
ceteris paribus preferences is the one of binary CP-nets obtained by imposing the
following three restrictions:
•

Goals G’ and G are literals speaking about the same propositional variable.

•

The variables mentioned in the context C of a preference statement about variable
p must belong to a fixed set, called the parents of p.

•

For each variable p and each possible assignment π of the parents of p, there is
one and only one preference statement C: p > ¬p or C: ¬p > p such that π C.

There are various extensions of the binary CP-nets with greater expressive power. Such
examples are TCP-nets [5] (with dominance relation between variables) and UCP-nets
[6] (based on general additive independence).
Unfortunately all the presented languages for representing preferences (excluding the
bidding languages which are a separate class and are reviewed next) suffer from
deficiencies that limit their use. In essence, it is difficult to extract numerical preferences
from agents for the quantitative preferences representation, the prioritized goals lack
expressivity, while the ceteris paribus preferences have high complexity and leave many
incomparable pairs.

2.2.3 Bidding languages
Bids are special type of numeric preferences that are used in the auction allocation
procedure. They are typically represented as a combination of atomic bids in the form
〈R,p〉, where p is the amount an agent is prepared to pay for a bundle R. There are
several languages for expressing bids. The most common are the OR and the XOR
language.
The OR language is probably the most widely used. Here the value of a bundle is the
maximum amount that can be obtained when summing disjoint bids for subsets of that
bundle. Thus “〈{a},2〉 OR 〈{b},2〉 OR 〈{c},1〉 OR 〈{a, b},1〉“ means that the agent is
prepared to pay 2 for a alone, 5 for a and b and 6 for the full set. It is obvious that the OR
language is not fully expressive since it can not express sub-additive utility functions. For
example, in the previous case it can not express that the agent is only prepared to pay 4
for the full set.
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In the XOR language[7] the atomic bids are assumed to be mutually exclusive. The value
of a bundle in this case is simply the highest value offered for any of its subsets. Unlike
the OR language, the XOR is fully expressive. However it is in general far less compact
when compared to the OR language.
Since the OR language is considered to be a simple and natural way of expressing bids
there have been several attempts to increase its expressivity. Particular examples are the
XOR-of-OR and the OR-of-XOR bidding language which are both mixtures of the OR
and XOR languages [8]. For example, in the XOR-of-OR language a statement like
“〈{a},2〉 OR 〈{b},2〉 XOR 〈{c, a},3〉 OR 〈{c, b},3〉 XOR 〈{c},1〉 “ will have the meaning
that the agent can pay 2 for {a}, 2 for {b}, 1 for {c}, 4 for {a, b}, 3 for { c, a }, 3 for {c,
b}, 6 for the full set, and 0 for any other bundle. Both the XOR-of-OR and the OR-ofXOR languages are fully expressive since they are a super-class of the XOR language.
An interesting alternative is also the OR* language [9] which uses dummy (fake)
resources in order to simulate XOR bids in the OR language. The previous example (for
the OR language) can be modified in a way that it is stated that the agent is prepared to
pay only 4 for the full set. This is done by adding a fake resource f in the bundles {c} and
{a, b} thus 〈{c, f},1〉 and 〈{a, b, f},5〉, and adding additional pair 〈{a, b, c},4〉.

2.3 Qualitative issues
In general the quality of a solution to a resource allocation problem is defined by a metric
that depends, in one way or another, on the preferences of the agent. The aggregation of
the individual preferences in such metric is often modeled using the notion of social
welfare as studied in Welfare Economics and Social Choice Theory. Depending on the
system’s goals, different social welfare functions can be used for measuring the quality of
an allocation [10,11]. Some of these functions are presented next for both the cardinal
and the ordinal preference representations, together with examples of applications where
they can be applied. Before, the notation used throughout this section is stated.
A = {1,…,n} is a set of n agents. Depending on whether ordinal or cardinal preferences
are used, each agent i is equipped either with a preference relation or a utility function
ui. An allocation of resources P is a mapping from agents to bundles, and thus P(i)
denotes the bundle held by the agent i. If not stated differently, it is irrelevant whether
preferences are defined over alternative bundles or alternative allocations. Thus P Q
can be considered as an abbreviation for P(i) Q(i) and ui (P) for ui (P(i)).
The most fundamental quality criterion for a solution is Pareto-optimality. This concept
is defined as follows:
An allocation P is Pareto dominated by another allocation Q if and only if:
•
•

P Q for all agents i ∈ A, and
P Q for at least on agent i ∈ A

An allocation is Pareto-optimal if and only if it is not Pareto dominated by any other
allocation.
The concept of Pareto-optimality is purely ordinal and it induces a partial order of Paretodominance over the possible allocations.
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Envy freeness is also a purely ordinal concept. An allocation is envy-free when every
agent is at least as satisfied with the bundle allocated to it as with the bundles allocated to
other agents. More formally, an allocation P is envy-free if and only if P(j) P(i) holds
for all agents i and j. Envy freeness can only be defined when the preferences are defined
over alternative bundles (rather than over alternative allocations).
If all resources are to be allocated, then an envy-free allocation does not always exist: for
example consider an allocation of a single resource desired by all agents, an envy free
allocation will not exist. Even when not all resources are required to be allocated, the
existence of a solution that is both envy-free and Pareto-optimal is not guaranteed. In
such cases a reasonable approach is to look either for a Pareto-optimal solution with the
least number of envious agents, or for a Pareto-optimal solution which minimizes the
average degree of envy (the distance to the most envied competitor) of all envious agents.
The latter requires the agents to have quantitative preferences, i.e. utility functions.
When the agents have their preferences expressed with a utility function every allocation
P gives rise to the utility vector 〈u1(P),…, un(P)〉. A collective utility function (CUF) is a
mapping from such a vector to a numeric value. Since every allocation determines a
utility vector, CUF can also be considered as a function from allocations to numeric
values which represent the social welfare of the corresponding allocation. Thus, given a
CUF sw an allocation Q is socially preferred to allocation P if and only if sw(P) < sw(Q).
There are several CUFs which are useful for different applications of MARA.
The most common CUF is the utilitarian social welfare defined as the sum of the
individual utilities of the agents. Formally:

This type of CUF is useful for the overall and average profit in different e-commerce
applications.
If ensuring fairness is a priority, then the proper CUF is egalitarian social welfare
defined by the utility of the agent that is currently worst off. Formally:

There are several MARA applications where fair division is a requirement. For example a
system that needs to satisfy the minimum needs of a large number of customers.
The opposite of the above CUF is the elitist social welfare defined by the utility of the
agent that is currently best off. Formally:

These can be used in systems where only one agent is required to achieve its goals.
The Nash product is defined as the product of the individual utilities. Formally:
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This CUF is a compromise between the utilitarian and egalitarian social welfare in the
sense that it favors overall utility and reduces inequalities between agents. Observe also
that it only leads to a meaningful metric if all of the agent’s utilities are positive.
The egalitarian and elitist social welfare are specific cases of a more general CUF, the krank dictator. This CUF evaluates social welfare to be equal to the k-th smallest utility
assigned to an agent. Thus, elitist social welfare is the n-rank dictator, where n is the
number of agents, and the egalitarian social welfare is the 1-rank dictator. A special case
is the median-rank dictator where k = ⎡n/2⎤. This is used in applications in which of
particular importance is the performance of an agent that does better than half of the
agents, and worse than the other half. In general, it has similar effect as the utilitarian
social welfare but it is not affected by extreme utilities. For example, if utilitarian social
welfare is used to evaluate the performance of students in a class, the overall evaluation
will be effected by the exceptionally bad or the exceptionally good students. The medianrank dictator does not suffer from such deficiencies and thus can be considered more
appropriate for this case.
The k-rank dictator can be further used for defining the leximin social welfare ordering.
In this ordering allocations are ordered by first comparing the utilities of the least
satisfied agents (1-rank), in case these coincide, comparing the utilities of the second
least satisfied agents (2-rank), in case these coincide also, then the third (3-rank) and so
on. Stated differently, the leximin ordering is a lexicographical ordering over the ordered
utility vectors derived from the allocations. As well as the egalitarian social welfare, it
favors fair division of resources. An allocation is leximin optimal if and only if it is not
leximin-preferred by any other allocation.
Most of the above presented methods require the agents’ preferences to be intercomparable, which is not always the case. Thus, it is necessary to normalize the
preferences prior to using them as an input for the CUF. A way to do this is to start with
the initial allocation P0, then for every other allocation P that Pareto-dominates P0 use the
utility gains ui(P) - ui(P0) rather than the utilities ui(P) as an input to the CUF or the
leximin ordering.
An alternative is to evaluate an agent’s utility gains relative to the best possible gains.
Formally, let Adm be the set of all admissible allocations, the maximum individual utility
uimax of an agent i is defined as follows:
uimax = max{ui(P) | P ∈ Adm}
The normalized individual utility ui’(P) for an allocation P is defined as follows:
ui’(P)= ui(P)/ uimax
Observe that the maximum normalized utility is 1 for all agents.
The leximin optimal solution in respect to normalized utilities is also known as KalaiSmorodinsky solution [12]
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2.4 Allocation Procedures
An allocation procedure is a procedure for finding a suitable distribution of resources to
agents. In general, when studying allocation procedures there are three issues which are
of particular concern:
•

protocols- the actual procedure (the sequence of steps that comprise the procedure
and the rules of communication)

•

strategies- the behavior of agents for best exploring a particular protocol
(provides a feedback to the previous issue, for example a protocol should prevent
agents from gaining bigger revenue by cheating)

•

algorithms - solving the computational problems of the first two.

This section is concerned with the first two of these issues, while the last one will be
addressed throughout the dissertation.
In general there two types of allocation protocols, centralized and distributed. In the
centralized protocols a single entity is used for computing a suitable allocation. In the
distributed case the final allocation is a result of a sequence of steps in which some agents
agree on exchanging resources. It is fundamental to choose the convenient protocol for a
particular problem since the two approaches offer different benefits and carry different
drawbacks. The centralized protocols require simple communication and have fast and
reliable algorithms for their computational aspects [7,9]. On the other hand, the
distributed protocols demand a lot of communication as well as computation if optimal
allocations are to be found. Thus, the latter approach is more appropriate in cases where
finding the optimal allocation is computationally infeasible and small improvements of
the original one are considered success.
The most common examples of the two approaches are discussed next: the auction
protocols for the centralized case; and negotiation protocols for the distributed case.

2.4.1 Auctions
In general, a centralized protocol consist of the following basic steps involving two roles:
a special agent enhanced with a mechanism for computing allocations, and a set of agents
to which resources will be allocated (possibly including the special agent):
•

Announcement: The special agent announces (informs the other agents) the set of
resources to be allocated

•

Reporting Preferences: The other agents report their preferences to the special
agent.

•

Computing: The special agent computes a particular allocation (according to the
algorithm it uses for finding an allocation)

•

Allocation: The special agent assigns the resources accordingly (and receives a
payoff if any).

A particular variant of this protocol with its roots in economics are auctions
[13,14,15,16,17]. In auctions the special agent is called auctioneer, and preferences are
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expressed in terms of bids (section 1.3). Depending on the privacy of bids, there are
public (open-cry) and private (sealed bid) auctions. In public auctions the bids are given
one at the time in either acceding (English auction) or descending (Dutch auction) order.
In both cases a computational step is not required since the former finishes when no more
bids are received (a possible time limit) with the resources being allocated to the last
bidder, while the latter finishes when one bid is accepted with the resources being
allocate to the owner of that bid. On the other hand, sealed bid auctions are much more
interesting in computational sense. The bidding in these auctions is done in one round in
which all interested agents report their bids. The auctioneer uses this information for
finding the combination of mutually acceptable bids that lead to the highest revenue. This
amounts to solving the winner determination problem, a well known NP-hard problem.
Note that agents are not restricted to bidding their true preferences, rather they make a bid
that they believe to best serve their interest (since agents are by definition rational). This
motivated researches to come up with an auction protocol in which the best interest of the
agents is to bid truthfully. Such example is the Vickery auction which is a single round
sealed bid auction in which the resources are allocated to the winner for the prize (the
auctioneer revenue) of the second highest bid for the same resources. This ensures that
the agents do not have an incentive to lie about their preferences.

2.4.2 Negotiations
The most common method for distributed allocation of resources is negotiations. Such
protocols proceed in sequence of negotiation steps each of which ends in a contract
among agents for an exchange of resources.
A rational agent will only agree on a contract from which it benefits. Thus, in order to
increase the number of multi-beneficial deals, negotiations typically incorporate side
payments (pay-off). A value linear to the value of the preferences which an agent can pay
in order to compensate for the others agent loss of utility in the negotiations. This is very
important if optimal allocations are to be found. For example, consider two-agent A and
B and single resource for which the agents have different preference values, A has 2 and
B has 5. The optimal allocation in this case is to allocate the resource to the agent B (the
one which has greater preference), thus if the resource is initially owned by agent A the
agents should reach an agreement for an exchange of the resource. This can not be
achieved by a simple exchange since B does not have anything to offer to A, and A is
better off with the resource than without it. The pay-off is a mechanism for overcoming
this by allowing B to pay agent A as much as it evaluates the resource, i.e. 5. Since the
payoff is a direct gain of utility agent A will have a utility 5 if he decides to exchange the
resource, and considering that its utility for the initial allocation is 2, it will have an
incentive to do the exchange.
When many agents are allowed to negotiate at once, the negotiations are called
multilateral. Alternatively, if they are restricted to be between two agents, the
negotiations are called bilateral. An interesting fact is that only multilateral treading can
guarantee an overall optimal allocation . It is easy to come up with an example of a nonoptimal allocation in which a rational bilateral deal does not exist (consider three agent
A, B and C with the following preferences {〈Α,{a, b},5〉,〈Β,{a},1〉,〈 C,{b},1〉}, and a
starting allocation in which a is allocated to B and b is allocated to C). Another result
- 19 -
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states that in multilateral negotiations with side payments any sequence of multibenifical
deals will lead to an overall optimal allocation [18], while any sequence of multibenifical
deals without side payments leads to an allocation which is Pareto-optimal [19].
What follow are two examples of negotiation protocols, the Contract-net (multilateral
trading of single resource) and the Monotonic Concession protocol (bilateral trading of
bundles).
Contract-net [20] is perhaps the most popular negotiation protocol. It consists of the
following four phases involving two roles, the manager and the bidders:
•

Announcement phase: The manager advertises the (single) resource to a number
of agents (the bidders).

•

Bidding phase: The bidders send their proposals to the manager.

•

Assignment phase: The manager elects the best bid and assigns the resource
accordingly.

•

Confirmation phase: The elected bidder confirms its intention to obtain the
resource.

The contract-net protocol is one-to-many in the sense that there is only one manager and
many bidders. However it leads to a one to one single item contract between the manager
and the elected bidder. There are several extensions of this protocol. For example,
TRACONER [21] allows exchanges of bundles as opposed to single resources. Golfarelli
[22] has proposed another extension where instead of monetary payment agents bid
resources that they are willing to exchange. There is also a version of the contract net
where the bidders exchange constraints between them prior to making their bids [23].
Concurrent contract-net [24] is yet another variant where a pre-bidding and a preassignment phase are added before the bidding and the assignment phase in the standard
Contract-net.
An alternative protocol for negotiation is the Monotonic Concession protocol [25]. This
protocol is designed for negotiations between two agents only, i.e. bilateral trading. It
consists of a sequence of rounds where each agent makes a proposal within the deal space
that is represented with some real or integer valued dimension, the utility. The protocol
starts with simultaneous proposals of the two agents. If the proposals overlap a deal is
reached; else, the agents proceed in a next around in which each agent can propose the
same deal as previously or propose a deal which is closer to the one of the opponent
(concede). If in a given round none of the agents concede the negotiations finish with a
conflict deal.
The main decisions that an agent needs to make while it participates in this protocol is
whether to concede in a given round, and if so, how much. There are various strategies
developed for deciding this. One which is of special interest is the Zeuthen [26] strategy.
According to this strategy the agent which is less willing to risk conflict (the difference
between its loss of utility in fully conceding and accepting the current offer of the
opponent, relative to its loss of utility in the case of conflict deal) needs to concede just
enough to change the balance of the risk. When both agents use this strategy the
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negotiations end with a deal which is Pareto-optimal. However it is necessary that the
agents know both their own preferences and the preferences of their opponent.

2.5 Complexity Results
There are two concepts of complexity studied by MARA: communicational complexity
and computational complexity. This section focuses only on the latter since here the
primary concern is finding solutions to computational problems in MARA, irrelevant to
the communication (number of message exchanges between agents) necessary for the
computation. Since the computational complexity of a decision problem in MARA is
dependent on the preference representation used, complexity results are listed for the
three different representation forms discussed earlier (section 1.2): the bundle form, the
k-additive (with particular interest in 2-aditive) form and the SLP form.
For the decision problems below, the following definitions are used:
A resource allocation setting is a triple 〈A,R,U〉 where:
A = {1,2,…,n} is a set of n agents.
R = {r1,r2,…,rm} is a set of m resources.
U = {u1,u2,…,un} is a set of utility functions ui : 2R → Q for the agent i ∈ A, where Q is
the set of real numbers.
Every resource in R is assumed to be indivisible and non-sharable. An allocation is a
mapping P: A → 2R from the agents in A to a subset of the resources R, where
P(i)∩P(j)= ∅, for any two agents i≠ j. The set of all allocations of resources to agents is
denoted by Aln,m because there are n choices of agents for each of the m resources (i.e.
|Aln,m| = n m).
•

Welfare Optimization (WO)
o Instance : 〈A,R,U〉 ; Κ ∈ Q (the set of real numbers),
o Question: ∃P∈ Aln,m : sw(P) ≥ K

•

Welfare Improvement (WI)
o Instance : 〈A,R,U〉 ; P∈ Aln,m,
o Question: ∃T ∈ Aln,m : sw(T) > sw(P)

Both the WI and WO are NP-complete for the representation of utility functions in the
bundle form, the SLP form and for the 2-additive utility functions [2, 3]. This results hold
even in a two agent setting. The problems remain NP-complete even if the utility
functions of both agents are monotonic.
The decision problems concerning the qualitative measures Pareto-optimality and envyfreeness are the following:
•

Pareto-optimality(PO)
o Instance : 〈A,R,U〉 : P∈ Aln,m,
o Question: is P Pareto-optimal?

•

Envy-Freeness(EF)
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o Instance : 〈A,R,U〉,
o Question: ∃P∈ Aln,m : P is envy free?
PO is coNP-complete for both the SLP form and the 2-aditive utility functions [2, 3].
Same as previously, the results also hold in a 2-agents setting, and in the SLP case also
when monotonic utility functions are used.
EF is NP-complete even in the 2-agents case for both the SLP form and for concise logicbased descriptions of agent preferences [27]. The complexity results for the PO and EF
combined (EEF efficient envy free) vary from NP-complete to ΣP2 –complete, depending
on the restrictions placed on the preference relations [28].

2.6 Summary
This overview induces a wide range of problems that are a particular instantiations of the
general problem of finding an allocation satisfying certain criteria. Examples are finding
Pareto-optimal, envy free, or optimal solutions to a resource allocation problems (with
centralized allocation procedure), as well as, determining the winner in combinatorial
auction (for the different betting languages) and determining the next proposal under
some complex strategy in negotiations. With the exception of combinatorial auctions,
most of the problems still lack practical solutions. These problems are the main focus of
the dissertation and will be addressed in the chapters which follow.
Some of the aspects of MARA, especially in negotiations and agents strategies, were not
covered in the overview. This is not because ASP can not be used for solving problems in
those areas. In fact the problem of finding a sequence of deals (the result of a negotiation
cycle between agents) that lead to an optimal allocation of resources is NP-complete, and
thus it can be expressed in ASP. However the focus in this dissertation is on preference
representation and finding solutions in centralized allocation of single unit, indivisible
and not sharable resources.
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3. Answer Set Programming - Overview
Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a kind of logic programming based on the
stable model (answer set) semantics of logic programs. Unlike other logic programming
paradigms (e.g. Prolog), ASP is fully declarative and nonmonotonic thus competent for
knowledge representation, reasoning and declarative problem solving. It is a result of the
interaction between two research directions in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI):
logic programming (more specifically semantics of logic programs with default
negation), which led to the definition of the answer set semantics in 1988 [29]; and the
application of satisfiability (SAT) solvers to search problems, which motivated the way
problems are solved using ASP [30]. Soon after the successful implementation of answer
set solvers in late 1990’s (e.g. Smodels[31], Clasp[43], and DLV [32]), ASP was
recognized as a distinct logic programming formalism in 1999[33,34, 35].
Aside to the research that led to the development of ASP, there has been a substantial
work done within the AI community on nonmonotonic formalisms for knowledge
representation and reasoning. In the late 1970s and early 1980s several nonmonotonic
logics were developed such are circumscription, default logic and auto epistemic logic.
An important result that relates this work with ASP is the equivalence between ASP and
some of these logics, particularly Default and Autoepistemic logic [36]. However, ASP
programs are simpler and more restrictive than the theories of these logics in the sense
that they do not allow arbitrary formulas. This, together with the implementation of
efficient answer set solvers, has made ASP to be considered as the primary candidate for
an effective knowledge representation tool.
When it comes to declarative problem solving, the main idea of ASP is to encode a
computational problem as a logic program whose answer sets correspond to the solutions
of that problem and then use an answer set solver for returning the answer sets1 . In
general ASP is oriented to solving difficult search problems. The complexity of the
problem that can be represented in ASP corresponds to the complexity of the problem of
finding an answer set of a logic program written in a particular language. Accordingly,
finding an answer set of a logic program without disjunction is an NP-Complete problem,
implying that all NP and coNP problems can be compactly represented with such
programs. On the other hand, disjunctive logic programs are strictly more expressive
(subject to the belief that P≠ NP), and can be used for solving problems up to the ΣP2 and
the ΔP2 complexity class [36].
This chapter is an overview of ASP. It starts with the definition of the syntax and
semantics of ASP programs in the language of DLV. Smodels and Clasp accept a
subclass of this language (do not allow disjunction) and its definition is contained in the
one of DLV. This is followed by an example of an ASP program for solving the famous
n-queens problem. Then the relationship between ASP and other logic programming
paradigms is discussed, particularly Prolog and logic programming under the well
founded semantics. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of the Smodels, Clasp
and the DLV answer set solvers.
1

This corresponds to the approach in satisfiability checking, where the problem is encoded as a
propositional theory whose models correspond to the solutions of that problem [30]
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3.1 ASP Syntax (The language of DLV)
An answer set framework consists of two languages, an axiom language for writing rules,
and a query language for writing queries. The latter is not of particular importance in the
dissertation and it is omitted. What follows is the definition of an axiom language LDLV
which corresponds to the language of answer set programs accepted by the DLV answer
set solver.
LDLV can be used for expressing disjunctive extended logic programs, i.e. logic programs
containing disjunctions in the head of the rules (defined at the end of the section) and
both default and explicit negation (and thus extended).
Definition 1 The alphabet of LDLV consists of seven classes of symbols: variables,
constants, predicate symbols, connectives, punctuation symbols and the special symbol
⊥, where the connective symbols are fixed to the {¬, ←, or, not, ‘,’} and punctuation
symbols to {‘(’,’)’ ,’.’}.
In ASP ‘or’ is used instead of ‘∨’ and ‘,’ instead of ‘∧’ in order to better differentiate
them from first order theories . The ‘not’ stands for negation as failure (default negation)
while ‘¬’ stands for explicit negation.
Definition 2 An atom is of the form p(t1,…,tn) where p is a predicate symbol and t1…tn
are either variables or constants. If all t1,…,tn are constants then the atom is set to be
ground.
Definition 3 A literal is either an atom, or an atom preceeded by the symbol ‘¬’. The
former is referred to as positive while the latter as negative literal. The literal is ground if
no variables occur in it.
Definition 4 A rule is of the form:
L0 or…or Lk← Lk+1,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln
where Lis are literals, or if k = 0, L0 may be the symbol ⊥, and k > 0, m ≥ k, and n ≥ m. A
rule is ground if it composed by ground literals only.
Intuitively the meaning of the above rule is that if Lk+1,…, Lm are true, and there is no
evidence of the truthfulness of Lm+1,…, Ln (i.e. they can be safely assumed false), then
one of the literals L0 … Lk must be true.
In general, an answer set program Π (in the language of DLV) is a set of rules of the
above form. However, here (for simplicity) logic programs are assumed to be ground,
thus a logic program Π stands for the corresponding ground instantiation ground(Π)
where each non ground rule r in Π is replaced with the set of its ground instantiations
ground(r, LDLV) obtained by all possible substitutions of constants in LDLV for the
variables in r. Accordingly, the language LDLV consists of ground rules only.
Definition 5 Given a set of variables symbols, a set of constant symbols and a set of
predicate symbols, the answer set language LDLV consists of the set of all ground rules
constructed from the symbols of the alphabet.
Terminology: The left side of ← is the head of the rule while the right is the body. A rule
with no body and a single disjunct in the head is a fact, and it’s written without the ←
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connective (ex: ‘L0. ’). A rule with the symbol ⊥ in the head is a constraint (since its
body must not hold in any answer set, which is apparent in the next section where the
semantics is defined) and it is written as a rule with empty head (ex: ‘← L1,…, Lm, not
Lm+1,…, not Ln’).

3.2 ASP Semantics
There are several ways for defining the answer set semantics of a logic program. Here the
Model Theoretical characterization is used [29,36], while others can be found in [36].
This definition uses a transformation of the original program (known as GelfondLifschitz transformation) to a default-negation-free program, and then uses the definition
of the semantics of default-negation-free programs for defining the semantics of the
original program.
Definition 6 (Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation) Let Π be a logic program in the language
of LDLV. For any set of literals S, the program ΠS (referred to as reduct of Π) is obtained
from Π by deleting:
•
•

each rule that contains a literal L preceded by ‘not’(‘not L‘) in the body and L∈ S
all literals preceded by ‘not’ from the bodies of the remaining rules

Note that ΠS is a program which does not contain default negation. Let us call the
language of such a programs LDLV-not. What follows is the definition of the semantics of
programs in LDLV-not.
Definition 6 An interpretation S of a LDLV-not program Π is any subset of the set of
literals in Π. An interpretation S of Π is said to satisfy the LDLV-not rule ‘L0 or…or Lk←
Lk+1,…, Lm’ if:
•
•

if L0= ⊥ and k=0 then {Lk+1,…, Lm} ⊆ S,
Otherwise: {Lk+1,…, Lm} ⊆ S implies that {L0,…,Lk} ∩ S ≠ ∅

Definition 7 A model A of an LDLV-not program Π is an interpretation S of Π which
satisfies all rules in Π.
Note that the above definition allows models which contain a pair of complementary
literals (i.e. an inconsistent model). In most answer set solvers, this is the default option.
Definition 8 An answer set of an LDLV-not program Π is a model of Π which is minimal
among the models of Π.
This definition applies the closed world assumption (CWA) in answer sets. Consider a
simple default-negation-free program consisting of the following rules {a, b ← c}. The
models of this program are {a}, {a,b}, and {a,c,b} since all of them satisfy the two rules.
However there is no evidence of the truthfulness of atoms b and c and thus they should be
assumed false. This is done by taking only the minimal models to be answer sets, i.e. the
models which are super set of other models are not answer sets. Accordingly the single
answer set of the above program is {a} which is also the intended meaning of the
program.
Let us denote the answer sets of an LDLV-not program Π as As(Π).
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Definition 9 A set of literals S is an answer set of an LDLV program Π if S∈As (ΠS),
where ΠS is an LDLV-not program obtained from Π according to transformation in
definition 6.
The semantics is indeed nonmonotonic. Consider a knowledge base containing two rules
stating that all birds fly and that Tweety is a bird. An obvious conclusion is that tweety
flies. However later a new knowledge arrives and now it is known that tweety is a
penguin. The knowledge base should not imply that tweety flies since penguins do not
fly. This is a nonmonotonic property and can be captured by using default negation in the
‘all birds fly’ rule for assuming that the bird which flies is not a penguin. More
specifically by the following program:
fly(X) ← bird(X), not penguin(X).
bird(tweety).

where X is a variable, and tweety is a constant. The corresponding ground instantiation
is:
fly(tweety) ← bird(tweety), not penguin(tweety).
bird(tweety).

The only answer set of the above program is {bird(tweety), fly(tweety)}). However if the
program is extended with a new fact stating that Tweety is a penguin ‘penguin(tweetty)’,
the only answer set of the new program is {bird(tweety), penguin(tweety) } and thus
fly(tweety) does no longer belong to any of the answer sets. Accordingly, when
extending the knowledge base some of the previously drown conclusions may be no
longer valid, which is the definition of nonmonotonicity.
For proving that a set of literals is an answer set of a logic program later on, it is useful to
define the relationship between the rules of the program and its answer sets. For
programs in the LDLV language, this can be formalized with the following proposition
[36].
Proposition 3.1: Let S be an answer set of an LDLV program Π. For any ground instance
of a rule of type
L0 or… or Lk ← Lk+1,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln
where L0..n are literals as defined in definition 3.
(a) Forced disjunction proposition:
(i) if k=0 and L0= ⊥ then {Lk+1,…, Lm} ⊆ S, or {Lm+1,…, Ln} ∩ S ≠ ∅.
(ii) if {Lk+1,…, Lm} ⊆ S and {Lm+1,…, Ln} ∩ S ≠ ∅ then there exist an i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k
such that Li∈ S.
(b) Exclusive supporting rule proposition:
If S is an answer set of an LDLV program Π and L∈ S then there is a ground
instance of a rule in Π of the form above such that {Lk+1,…, Lm} ⊆ S, and
{Lm+1,…, Ln} ∩ S = ∅, and {L0,…, Lk}∩ S = {L}.
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3.3 Solving problems with ASP (the guess and check method)
A common method for solving problems using the answer set semantics of logic program
is the so called guess and check method [36]. In general, when this method is applied the
logic program consists of the following three parts:
•

Domain specification, where the specific instance of the problem is defined

•

Guess part - Generating answer sets corresponding to the potential solutions.

•

Check part - Pruning the wrong answer sets with constrain statements.

To illustrate the above a well known problem, the n-queens, is used. The problem is to
place n queens on an n x n chess board such that the queens do not attack each other
given the standard queen’s moves in chess. In other words, a solution requires that no
column, row or diagonal has more than one queen
Accordingly, firstly the domain of the problem is defined, in this case by two sets of
facts, one representing the n columns and one representing the n rows.
column(1). row(1).
column(2). row(2).
…
column(n). row(n).

The next step is to generate models for enumerating the potential solutions. This is
enabled by the fact that logic programs can have many answer sets and each potential
solution is encoded with an answer set of the program. A straightforward approach for
the n-queens problem is to enumerate every possible combination of queens on a chess
board. This is done by the following rule:
hasQueen(X,Y) or empty(X,Y) ← row(X), column(Y).

where hasQueen(X,Y) has the intuitive meaning that a queen is placed in the slot with
coordinates X and Y, while the empty(X,Y) means that the corresponding slot is empty.
The above rule has the meaning that each position on the chess board is either empty or it
contains a queen. Because of the minimality of answer sets, the rule does not generate
models in which a position is both empty and occupied, which is adequate in this case
since positions should not be both occupied and empty. Note that here disjunction is not
necessary since the same can be expressed by the following two disjunction-free rules,
however in a less declarative manner.
hasQueen(X,Y) ← row(X), column(Y), not empty(X,Y).
empty(X,Y) ← row(X), column(Y), not hasQueen(X,Y).

This method can not be applied in general, the rule ‘a or b.’ is not equivalent to the rules
‘a ← not b.’ and ‘b← not a.’. For example, the program P = {a or b, a ← b, b ← a} has
a single answer set A = {a, b}, while the program P’ = {a ← not b, b← not a, a ← b, b
←a} has no answer sets. This is evidence that disjunctive logic programs are strictly
more expressive than disjunction-free logic programs (under the assumption that P ≠ NP).
It is obvious that the rules above generate many invalid models, including ones which
have more than or less than 1 queen in a row, column or diagonal. These models should
be pruned if an answer set is to correspond to a valid solution. This is enabled by the fact
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that some logic programs do not have an answer set. For example a logic program
containing a rule of the form ‘a←not a.‘ does not have any answer sets since there is no
set of literals which satisfies this rule. Similarly ‘a←b, not a.‘ will imply that b must not
hold in an answer set of the program, which equivalent to the rule ‘⊥←b‘ 2 . In such case b
is considered as a constraint and is simple written as a rule with empty head ‘←b.‘
Constraints comprise the check part of the answer set program and for the n-queens
problem this part contains the following three constrains meaning that no two queens can
appear in the same row, column, and diagonal repetitively.
← row(X), column(Y), row(XX), hasQueen(X,Y), hasQueen(XX,Y), X≠XX.
← row(X),column(Y), column(YY), hasQueen(X,Y), hasQueen(X,YY), Y≠YY.
← row(X), column(Y), row(XX), column(YY), X≠XX, Y≠YY, hasQueen(X,Y),
hasQueen(XX,YY), X-XX = Y-YY.

Note that the inequality metters only for grounding the rules (i.e. the ground program
does not contain inequality), and thus it is not defined in the semantics in the above
chapter. This is almost the solution of the n-queens problem. What is left is to assure that
at least n queens are placed on the board. This can be done by the following two rules
which state that each row has at least one queen (and since there are n rows, there will be
at least n queens).
← row(X), not hasRowQueen(X).
hasRowQueen(X) ← row(X), column(Y), hasQueen(X,Y).

The answer sets of the above program are valid solution to the n-queens problem.
However, in the guess part many invalid models are generated, which can be improved
using techniques for more careful generation of models [36]. For example, generate X
and Y in such a way that for every X there is at least one Y (general enumeration of at
least one) or for every X exactly one Y (general enumeration of exactly one). The latter
corresponds to the requirements of the n-queens problem (for each row, column exactly
one queen) and it corresponds the following rules:
hasQueen(X,Y) ←row(X),column(Y), not noQueen(Q,X,Y).
noQueen(X,Y) ←row(X), column(Y), column(YY), YY≠Y, hasQueen(X,YY).
noQueen(X,Y) ←row(X), column(Y), row(XX), X≠XX, hasQueen(XX,Y).

These rules generate models where every row and column has exactly one queen and thus
only one constrain needs to be added (the one for the diagonals stated above) in order the
answer sets of the program to be valid solutions of the n-queens problem. Accordingly
the final program will consist of the domain specification and the following rules:
Guess
hasQueen(X,Y) ←row(X),column(Y), not noQueen(Q,X,Y).
noQueen(X,Y) ←row(X), column(Y), column(YY), YY≠Y, hasQueen(X,YY).
noQueen(X,Y) ←row(X), column(Y), row(XX), X≠XX, hasQueen(XX,Y).

Check
← row(X), column(Y), row(XX), column(YY), X≠XX, Y≠YY, hasQueen(X,Y),
hasQueen(XX,YY), X-XX = Y-YY.
2

This implies that the symbol ⊥ does not increase the expressiveness of a logic program with default
negation under the answer set semantics, however, it gives more direct and intuitive definition of
constraints.
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3.4 ASP and other Logic Programming paradigms
In this section the differences between ASP and other Logic Programming paradigms are
briefly discussed, particularly Prolog and logic programming under the well founded
semantics (WFS) [37]. Before comparing the syntax and semantics of ASP with each of
these paradigms, it is important to note that in ASP the solutions of a particular program
are given as models, while in the WFS and Prolog, the solutions are given as substitutions
in a single model. Thus, the problem solving method of ASP is fundamentally different,
and in this aspect, ASP is much closer to satisfiablity checking than to Prolog and the
WFS.
Although, Prolog grew from programming with Horn logic (a subset of classical logic),
several nondeclarative features were added in order to make it programming friendly. For
example, the cut operator ‘!’ is extra logical and is still not characterized by any logic
[36]. ASP is full declarative and thus does not contain this operator. Another important
difference, also supporting the fact that Prolog is not fully declarative, is that the order of
the rules and the literals in the rules’ bodies matters in Prolog. In essence Prolog
processes rules from top to bottom and body literals from left of right. This is not the case
in ASP where a program is considered to be a set (not a sequence) of rules, and each
body of a rule is characterized by two sets of literals, one for the positive and one for the
negative literals. In addition, query processing in Prolog is done in a top down fashion
from queries to facts. This feature makes Prolog vulnerable to loops even for simple
programs such as the following program consisting of just one rule {a ← a.}. This is
intensified when dealing with negation as failure. The answer set semantics do not suffer
from such deficiencies.
Aside from answer sets, another fully declarative paradigm is logic programming under
the well founded semantics [37]. The well founded semantics is three valued where each
literal can be true, false or undefined. The main idea behind this semantics is that the
literals for which it is not certain to be true or false (by default) are considered undefined.
For example consider the program P= {a ← not b, b← not a, c ← a, c ← b}, its unique
well founded model assigns all atoms as undefined. Intuitively this is because from the
first two rules it can not be decided which one of a and b is true and which one is false
and thus they are both considered as undefined, and since they are both undefined c is
undefined as well. This is not the intended meaning of the program, in fact c should be
true since no matter which one from a and b is true, there is a rule for deriving c. The
answer set semantics overcome this since c is true in all answer sets of the above
program. Furthermore, all logic programs have a unique well-founded model. This is
certainly not the case with answer sets. For example {a ← not a.} has no stable model
while its unique well founded model assigns a as undefined. Also the program {a← not
b, b← not a} has two answer sets {a} and {b} while its unique well founded model
assigns a and b as undefined. This is an advantage of the answer set semantics since the
non determinism introduced by the multiple answer sets is useful for enumerating
different choices and the fact that some programs do not have an answer set is used for
defining constrains that eliminate the wrong choices. Thus the answer set semantics is
more powerful than the well founded, however, the latter is more tractable and in fact
computable in polynomial time.
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3.5 Answer Sets Solvers
Answer set solvers are tools that receive as input a logic program (in some logic
programming language) and give as output its answer sets. A number of such solvers
exist nowadays, some of which are reviewed next.

3.5.1 Smodels and CLASP (The language of LParse)
The Smodels and the CLASP answer sets solver consist of two separate modules, the
LParse module which accepts and grounds the users’ programs, and the actual answer set
solver. Thus, they both accept programs in the language of LParse.
The language of LParse LLP is a subclass of the LDLV language in which the head of the
rule is restricted to a single literal or the special symbol ⊥. Accordingly, a rule in LParse
is of the form:
L0 ← L1,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln
where L1..n are literals as defined previusly and L0 is either a literal or the symbol ⊥.
LParse has a Prolog like syntax for writing rules, i.e. ‘head:-body.’, where the literals in
the body are separated with ‘,’, and the head is a single literal or it is omitted in the case
of ⊥.
Aside from these basic rules LParse offers a number of extended rules which enlarge its
applicability. The most important ones are reviewed next; others together with a detailed
explanation can be found in [38].
Weights and weight constraints are of particular interest since together with optimization
statements can be used for modeling optimization problems with LParse. Basically a
weight constraint has the following form:
L≤[ L0=w0,…, Lm=wm, not Lm+1=wm+1,…, not Ln=wn ]≤U
where L0..n are literals, w1..n are the corresponding weights (a positive integer value), and
L and U are the lower and the upper limit respectively. Intuitively such a constraint is
satisfied when the sum of the weights of the satisfied literals in the brackets is between
the upper and the lower limit inclusive.
In LParse weight constraints are treated syntactically as literals, thus such a constraint can
appear both as head and in the body of a basic rule. A weight constraint rule (also
referred to as choice rule) is a rule that has a weight constraint (restricted to positive
literals only) as head. Such a rule is satisfied if the weight constraint (the head) is
satisfied whenever the body is satisfied.
Optimization statements are used to maximize or minimize the sum of weights of the
satisfied literals. In LParse optimization statements are of the form:
maximize[ L0=w0,…, Lm=wm, not Lm+1=wm+1,…, not Ln=wn ]
maximize{ L0,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln }
minimize [ L0=w0,…, Lm=wm, not Lm+1=wm+1,…, not Ln=wn ]
minimize { L0,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln }
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where w0..n and L0..m are the same as above previously. When such optimization
statements are given, Smodels and Clasp try to find the answer sets with as many or as
few of the literals in the optimization statement (in the case of curly brackets), or
maximize or minimize the sum of the weights of the literals (in the case of square
brackets)
Weights can also be assigned to literals using the weight declaration. This is done as
follows:
#weight L = expr
#weight L = L’
where L and L’ are literals and expr is an arithmetic expression that may contain
variables which occur in L.
For example consider the following program with two answer sets {a} and {b}:
a :- not b.
b:- not a.
#weight a=5.
#weight b=3.
An optimization statement ‘maximize{a,b}’ will return the stable model {a} since its
weight sum is 5 which is bigger than the weight sum of the other alternative {b} which is
3. Similarly ‘minimize{a,b}’ will return the stable model{b}.
A specific type of weight constraint is the cardinality constraint where all the weights
have the value 1. In this case the weights are omitted and the constraint has the following
form:
L≤{ L0,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln }≤U
where L,U and L0..m are the same as above.
Such constrains can be used for generating models for the n-gueens where each row and
column have exactly one queen in a more elegant fashion than the one described at the
end of the section 3.3. For example given a column there is exactly one row such that the
queen is in that row and column corresponds to the following rule:
1 {hasQueen(X,Y):row(X)} 1 :- column(Y).
and given a row there is exactly one column such that the queen is in that row and
column:
1 {hasQueen(X,Y):column(Y)} 1 :- row(X).
The above cardinality constraints use a conditional literal. Such literal is of the form
p(X):q(X), which is an abbreviation for the set of the literals p/1 derived from the valid
instantiations of the variable X in the predicate q/1. For example, if the extension of q is
{q(a1), q(a2), q(a3), … , q(an)}, then p(X):q(X) is equivalent to writing p(a1), p(a2),
p(a3), … , p(an).
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3.5.2 DLV
DLV is another answer set solver that provides similar functionalities as Smodels and
Clasp. The main difference is that DLV accepts a more expressive language than the
other two by allowing for disjunction in the head of the rules. Thus a basic rule in DLV
has the following form:
L0 or… or Li ← Li+1,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln
where L0..n are literals as defined previously and in the case i=0, L0 is either a literal or
the symbol ⊥. Same as LParse, DLV rules have a Prolog like syntax, ‘head:-body.’,
where the head is a possibly empty (in the case of ⊥) set of literals separated with ‘v’
(instead of ‘or’) and the body is a possibly empty (in the case of facts) set of literals
separated with ‘,’.
In order to achieve similar effect as the optimization statements in LParse, DLV uses
week constrains of the following form:
:~ L 0,…, L m, not L m+1,…, not Ln. [weights: level]
where L0..n are literals, and weights and level are integer values or integer variables
appearing in L0..m.
Given a problem with weak constraints DLV computes all the answer sets (without
considering the weak constraints) before ordering them with respect to the weights and
the priority of the week constraints that they violate. The answer sets which violate the
minimum are then selected and returned. In presence of different priority levels, the
minimization is done with respect to the weak constraints with the highest priority, then
the second highest priority and so on.
Accordingly, a LParse optimization statement
maximize[ L0=w0,…, Lm=wm, not Lm+1=wm+1,…, not Ln=wn ]
can be represented in DLV with the following week constraints:
:~ L 0.
…
:~L m.
:~not L m+1.
…
:~not Ln.

[w0: 1]
[wm: 1]
[wm+1: 1]
[wn: 1]

Aside the weak constrains DLV also supports aggregate functions of the form:
#name{V0,…, Vn : L0=w0,…, Lm=wm, not Lm+1=wm+1,…, not Ln=wn}
where name is the function(count, sum, min, max, or times), L0..n are the same as
previously, and V0,…, Vn are variables occurring in L0..m. For example ‘#count {X :
a(X)}’ will return the number of ground instantiations of the predicate a, while ‘#sum {X
: a(X)}’ will return the sum of all values of the first argument in the ground instantiations
of the predicate a. Similarly, #times returns the product of values, #min the minimal
value and #max the maximal value.
For example consider the program consisting of the following rules:
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number(3).
number(5).
number(8).
sum(S):-#sum{X:number(X)}=S.
times(P):-#times{X:number(X)}=P.
min(M):-#min{X:number(X)}=M.
max(M):-#max{X:number(X)}=M.
The single answer set of the above program is the following set of literals {number(3),
number(5), number(8), sum(16), times(120), min(3), max(8) }
Aggregates appear to be useful for solving several MARA problems. As will become
apparent later on, they can also be compactly expressed in LParse with weight
constraints.
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4. Application of Answer Set Programming in Multiagent
Resource Allocation
This chapter covers the application of ASP in MARA. This comes quite naturally taking
into account that both research areas are closely related to the AI field, and that the need
for declarative specification is often emphasized in Multi Agent Systems. The focus is on
the elementary MARA problems covered in chapter 2. All of the preference
representations are taken into account, with the exception of SLPs, which are procedural
in nature and thus inconvenient for ASP, and the ceteris paribus preferences, which are
rarely used in practice.
In general, an ASP solution to a particular MARA problem is defined in terms of a
translation from the problem to a logic program together with a proof of the
correspondence between the program’s answer sets and the problem’s solutions. The
method used for solving MARA problems, is the guess and check method described in
section 3.2. The main idea behind this method is to enumerate the valid allocations
(guess) and then remove the ones which do not satisfy certain criteria (check). When the
guess and check method is applied to MARA problems, the problem’s input corresponds
to the data (domain) part of the logic program while the problem’s solution comprises the
other two parts (guess and check). Since the guess and data parts are common for many
MARA problems, they are discussed prior to the concrete solutions.
The chapter begins with the motives for applying ASP in MARA, followed by an ASP
formalization of the main MARA concepts including the formalization of agents,
resources, agents’ preferences and social welfare. Afterwards, rules are defined for
generating answer set corresponding to valid allocation, i.e. the guess part of the logic
programs, followed by concrete solutions to several MARA problems. This includes: the
decision and optimization versions of the Welfare Improvement(WI), Welfare
Optimization(WO), Pareto-optimality(PO) and the Envy Free(EF) problem, the problem
of determining the next proposal under the Zeuthen strategy in the monotonic consensus
protocol, as well as a brief insight in ASP for combinatorial auctions. The chapter
finishes with the formalization of some common constraints in resource allocation.

4. 1 Motivation
Before proceeding with the ASP solution for the problems in MARA, in this section it is
established that indeed ASP can be used for solving MARA problems, together with the
benefits from this approach.
In general MARA problems fall in two categories: decision problems and optimization
problems. A decision problem is a problem for which the solution is a boolean value
which evaluates to true or false, in other words a question with a yes/no answer. For
example: is there an envy free allocation; is a given allocation Pareto-optimal; is a given
allocation optimal; and so on. When investigating whether ASP can be used for solving
such problems their complexity is crucial. As stated previously, all NP and coNP
problems can be declaratively specified with a logic program in the ASP framework. The
difference between the two is that an NP decision problem evaluates to true if a stable
model having certain property exists, while it is coNP if no stable models having certain
property exists. Since the decision problems discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.5) belong to
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either of these two complexity classes, all of them can be expressed with a logic program
under the answer set semantics. For example, consider a single answer set to correspond
to a particular allocation, there is an envy free allocation if a single allocation can be
found which is envy free (the envy free problem, NP-Complete), or, an allocation is
Pareto-optimal if no other allocation (answer set) can be found that Pareto dominates the
first (the decision version of Pareto-optimality which is coNP-complete).
An optimization problem is a problem for which the solution is an allocation that
maximizes (or minimize) the value of some function. Examples of such problems in
MARA are: determine the winner in combinatorial auctions; find an allocation that
maximizes a collective utility function; find an allocation that minimizes the number of
envious agents; and so on. In general optimization problems are NP-Hard and thus
beyond the NP complexity class and the expressiveness of the answer set semantics 3 . In
order to overcome this, common answer set solvers have integrated weights and
optimization statements in their systems. Thus, consider a single answer set to correspond
to a particular allocation, a weight is assigned to each allocation according to some
criteria and then an optimization statement is used for returning the best allocations. For
example, in the case where the goal is to minimize the number of envious agents a weight
can be added for each envious agent. An optimization statement to minimize this weight
will then lead to allocations with the minimal number of envious agents.
Having convinced that ASP can be, at least theoretically, used for solving problems in
MARA, some of the benefits of using this approach are discussed next. To begin with,
and what is actually the biggest power of ASP, is that it is fully declarative, thus the
problem solution resembles the problem specification. The semantics is very intuitive
leading to understandable and compact solutions, which is apparent in the previous
chapter when the solution to the n-queens problem is presented. Furthermore, there is
extensive theoretical work done on the answer set semantics that enables proving
different properties of the logic programs under the answer semantics, and thus proving
correctness of the solutions. Finally, the reasonably efficient answer set solvers give a
promise for efficient solutions to the problems in MARA.
Aside from the above benefits, which are from applying ASP in general, there are
advantages which arise from the nature of the problems in MARA. In essence, combining
different problems as well as adding constrains is very practical with ASP. For example,
consider that an application is interested in the best envy free solution in a general
resource allocation problem. This can be achieved simply by combining the ASP
programs for finding an envy free allocation and for finding an optimal allocation. Also
the optimization problems can be combined using the different priority levels in DLV
leading to solutions for problems like finding the allocation which minimize the envy
degree among the allocations that have the maximum social welfare, or vice versa.
Furthermore, most of the ASP solutions are independent from the agents’ preference
representation. Thus the same solutions can be applied to different preference
representation as long as they have the same structure (ordinal or cardinal). Also CUFs

3

Often the winner determination problem in the literature is said to be NP-Complete, this refers to the
decision version of this problem, i.e. the welfare optimization problem in chapter 2
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can be compactly expressed using the aggregate functions in DLV making the difference
between egalitarian, elitist or utilitarian social welfare a matter of changing a line.
Last, but not least, the solutions in ASP are very flexible in terms of constrains. Sentences
like: two resource must be allocated to a single agent, a resource must not be allocated to
a specific agent, this is a minimum price of a resource (in auctions), and so on, in most of
the cases amount to adding a single constraint rule to the program.
Given the knowledge representation roots of ASP, it is reasonable to assume that it is
adequate for representation of preferences. In essence, ASP has sufficient expressivity to
represent preferences in most of the ways discussed in the previous chapter. Logic based
preference representation is expectedly the most adequate for ASP, but the k-additive and
the bundle form can also be compactly represented.
Finally, MARA is not the only one that can benefit from this work. In fact, most of the
programs discussed in this chapter can be used as benchmarks for testing answer set
solvers, and also provide an example of using ASP for solving problems in different
complexity classes.

4.2 Formalization of the resource allocation setting
A resource allocation setting, which is an input to most of the MARA problems, is
defined as a triple 〈A,R,U〉 where:
A = {1,2,…,n} is a set of n agents.
R = {r1,r2,…,rm} is a set of m (if not stated differently single-unit) indivisible and nonsharable resources.
U = {ur1, ur2,…, urn} is the set of preference representations of the agents (unlike chapter
2 where U was a set of complete preference functions or relations). For example, if the
preferences are in k-additive form ura is a function from bundles to coefficients, while in
the bundle form ura is a function from bundles to utility values.
Recall that an allocation is a mapping P: A → 2R from the agents in A to a subset of the
resources R, where P(a)∩P(b)= ∅ for any two agents a ≠ b. The set of all allocations of
resources to agents is denoted by Aln,m.
While the modeling of the preference relations depends on the preference representation
used, the set of agents and the set of resources can be universally modeled in ASP as a set
of facts of the predicates agent/1 and resource/1 respectively. More formally, given
a set of agents A and a set of resources R, a translation ΠAR(A,R) is defined such that:
•

For all a ∈ A, a fact agent(a) ∈ ΠAR(A,R)

•

For all r ∈ R, a fact resource(r)∈ ΠAR(A,R)

All of the programs discussed in the rest of this section are assumed to contain this set of
facts and thus the translation of preferences coincides with the translation of the resource
allocation setting.
The formalization of the agents’ preferences in a particular representation may also differ
from problem to problem. In general there are two cases:
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•

The preferences of an agent are defined for the bundle that an agent receives in a
particular allocation. Such preferences are referred to as simple preferences.

•

The preferences of an agent are defined for the bundles allocated to all agents (in
the case of ordinal preferences they are compared). Such preferences are
necessary for problems including the notion of envy free and are referred to as
extended preferences.

In the rest of this section preferences are formalized for each of these cases. The
formalizations define the agents’ preferences for a single allocation (except of ordinal
preferences where such formalization does not make sense since there should be at least
two allocations in order to be compared). However, as shown later, the formalizations
can be modified to represent agents’ preferences for several allocations by simply adding
an extra argument to the predicates for denoting the allocation. This is necessary for
solving the MARA problems which require two allocations to be encoded in each answer
set (e.g. Pareto-optimality, Welfare Improvement).
Prior to proceeding, it is useful to define formally the correspondence between an
allocation P and a logic program (set of facts) ΠP, since it will be used in most of the
theorems which follow. For the case where a single allocation P is represented in an
answer set:
•

for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ P, and for every resource r∈ Ba, a fact
has(a, r) ∈ ΠP.

Intuitively, the atom has(a, r)in an answer set means that the corresponding
allocation P allocates the resource r to the agent a. The full function (e.g. a set of facts
utility(a,b,u), meaning that the agent a has utility u for the bundle b) is not
represented in the answer sets since such a function is exponential in the number of
resources.

4.2.1 Explicit preferences
When preferences are given in the explicit form, utilities are defined for every agentbundle pair, and thus the full utility function coincides with its representation. Formally,
for every agent a ∈ A, and for every bundle B ⊆ R, there is a value v ∈ I (the set of
integers), such that 〈B, v〉∈ ura.
For the simple preferences (agents utilities are defined only for the bundles they receive)
the explicit representation is formalized in ASP with the following logic program
ΠEF(A,R,U):
•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B,v〉 ∈ ura, a rule rl ∈ ΠEF(A,R,U), where
head(rl) =utility(a, v), and for every resource r if r ∈B then has(a, r) ∈
body(rl); else not has(a, r) ∈ body(rl).

For example, consider the set of resources to be {r1, r2, r3}, and an agent a with a utility
3 for the bundle {r2, r3}. This corresponds to the following rule:
utility(a,3):-not has(a, r1), has(a, r2) , has(a, r3).
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Proposition 4.1: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the explicit preference
representations in U and particular allocation P which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each
agent a, for any answer sets S ∈As(ΠEF(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v) ∈ S if and only
if ua(Ba)=v.
B

B

Proof: Trivial.
For the extended preferences (agents’ utilities are defined for the bundles received by all
agents) the explicit representation is formalized with the translation ΠEFex(A,R,U) defined
as follows:
•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B,v〉 ∈ ura, a rule rl ∈ ΠEFex(A,R,U), where
head(rl) =utility(a,v,Ag), and for every resource r if r ∈B then
has(A,r) ∈ body(rl); else not has(Ag, r) ∈ body(rl), and agent(Ag)
∈ body(rl).

Thus the translation of the previous example corresponds to the following rule:
utility(a,3,Ag):not has(Ag, r1),has(Ag, r2) ,has(Ag, r3),agent(Ag).
Proposition 4.2: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the explicit preference
representations in U and particular allocation P which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each
agent a, for any answer sets S ∈As(ΠEFex(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v,b) ∈ S if and
only if ua(Bb)=v.
B

B

Proof: Trivial.

4.2.2 Preferences in bundle form
The bundle form is similar to the explicit form with a difference that utilities are only
defined for bundles for which an agent has a nonzero utility value. Formally, for every
agent a ∈ A, and for every bundle B ⊆ R for which ua(B) = v and v ≠ 0, 〈B,v〉∈ ura.
For the simple preferences, the bundle form is formalized in ASP with a translation
ΠBF(A,R,U) defined as follows.
•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B, v〉 ∈ ura , a rule rl ∈ ΠBF(A,R,U), where
head(rl) =utility(a, v), and for every resource r, if r ∈B then ‘has(a,
r)’ ∈ body(rl); else not has(a, r)∈ body(rl).
(1)

•

a rule for marking the agents which have a nonzero utility
has_utility(A):- utility(A,U), U!=0. ∈ ΠBF(A,R,U)

•

(2)

a rule assigning 0 utility for the rest of the agents
utility(A,0):-agent(A),not has_utility(A). ∈ ΠBF(A,R,U)
(3)

Proposition 4.3: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U in the bundle form and particular allocation P which allocates a
bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer sets S ∈As(ΠBF(A,R,U)∪ ΠP),
B
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utility(a,v) ∈ S if and only if 〈Ba,v〉∈ura, and utility(a,0) ∈ S if and only if
〈Ba,v〉 ∉ ura for any value of v.
B

B

Proof: For every agent a which is allocated a bundle Ba in P such that 〈B,v〉∈ura, the
atoms utility(a,v) and has_utility(a)∈ S ∈As(ΠBF(A,R,U)∪ΠP) from 4 the
rules 1 and 2 respectively. Also a fact ‘utility(a,0)‘ ∉ S ∈As(ΠBF(A,R,U)∪ ΠP)
since the body of rule 4 will not be satisfied.
On the other hand, for every agent a which is allocated a bundle Ba in P such that
〈B,v〉∉ura for any value of v, an atom utility(a,0)∈ S ∈As(ΠBF(A,R,U)∪ΠP) from
rule 4, since utility(a,v) ∉ S ∈As(ΠBF(A,R,U)∪ΠP) for any value of v except 0 as
non of the bodies of rules 1 is satisfied, and consequently the body 2 is not satisfied.
B

B

Since the formalizations of MARA problems later on define aggregations or weak
constrains (optimization statements in LParse) on the utility /2 atoms, it is often the
case that an agent a having a 0 utility explicitly represented with an atom
utility(a,0) in the answer sets, is equivalent to not having any utility /2 atom
for the agent a. Accordingly, rules 2 and 3 can be removed. Such translation of the
bundle preference representation is referred to as ΠBFS.
For the extended preferences, the bundle form is formalized with the translation
ΠBFex(A,R,U) defined as follows:
•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B, v〉 ∈ ura , a rule rl ∈ ΠBFex(A,R,U) where
head(rl) =utility(a,v,A), and for every resource r, if r ∈B then
‘has(a,A)’ ∈ body(rl); else not has(a,A)∈ body(rl), and agent(A) ∈
body(rl).

•

The rules:
has_utility(A,B):- utility(A,U,B), U!=0.
utility(A,0,B):agent(A),agent(B),not has_utility(A,B).
∈ Π BFex(A,R,U)

Proposition 4.4: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representation U in the bundle form and particular allocation P which allocates a bundle
Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer sets S ∈As(ΠBFex(A,R,U)∪ ΠP),
utility(a,v,b) ∈ S if and only if 〈Bb,v〉 ∈ ura, and utility(a,0,b) ∈ S if and
only if 〈Bb,v〉 ∉ ura for any value of v.
B

B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠBF.

4.2.3 K-additive preferences
In the k-additive preference representation the utility of a bundle is represented as the
sum of the coefficients assigned to its subsets (with size at most k). Similar to the bundle
4

When it is stated that a set of atoms belong to an answer set from a certain rule, it is because of
proposition 3.1.a. in the preceding chapter. This is common for all proves.
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form, if a coefficient (the synergetic value of having the resources in the bundle together)
is not stated for a particular bundle it is assumed to be 0. Formally, if preferences are
given in the k-additive form, for every agent a ∈ A, and for every bundle B ⊆ R such that
the synergetic value of having the resources in that bundle is not 0, there is a unique
coefficient α such that 〈B,α〉∈ ura. Note that k can be induced from the specification of
the coefficients as the cardinality of the largest bundle B for which there is a coefficient α
such that 〈B,α〉 ∈ ura. In order to formalize k-additive utilities in ASP, an identifier
should be defined for each tuple 〈B,α〉 ∈ ura in order to differentiate (when aggregating)
between two coefficients with the same value. For example, if there are n tuples 〈B,α〉 ∈
ura, the numbers from 0 to n can be used as identifiers.
Accordingly, the k-additive representation for the simple preferences, is formalized in
ASP with the following translation ΠKA(A,R,U):
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility an agent can have
umax.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B,α〉 ∈ ura with an identifier i, a fact
coefg(a,α,i) ∈ ΠKA(A,R,U), and a rule rl ∈ ΠKA(A,R,U), where head(rl)
=coef(a,α,i), and for every resource r ∈B ‘has(a, r)’ ∈ body(rl).
(1)

•

And a rule for summing the coefficients:
in DLV
utility(A,U):-utg(U),agent(A),#sum{C,I:coef(A,C,I)}=U.
∈ ΠKA(A,R,U) (2)
in LParse
utility(A,U):U[coef(A,C,I):coefg(A,C,I)=C]U,utg(U),agent(A).
∈ ΠKA(A,R,U) (2)

Consider a single agent scenario with an agent a, a set of resources R={r1, r2, r3},
and a set of k-additive utility representations ura = {〈{r1},2〉, 〈{r1,r2},2〉,
〈{r3},1〉}. The resulting program in DLV ΠKA({a},{r1, r2, r3},{ura}) consists of
the following rules:
coef(a,2,1):- has(a, r1).
coef(a,2,2):- has(a, r1),has(a, r2).
coef(a,1,3):- has(a, r3).
utility(A,U):-utg(U),agent(A),#sum{C,I:coef(A,C,I)}=U.
Proposition 4.5: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given in the k-additive form and a particular allocation P which
allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to an each agent a, for any answer sets S
∈ As(ΠKA(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v) ∈ S if and only if v is the sum of all
coefficients α such that 〈B,α〉 ∈ura and B ⊆ Ba.
B

B
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Proof: For every agent a which is allocated a bundle Ba in P, and for every bundle B ⊆ Ba
such that 〈B,α〉 ∈ura, an atom coef(a,α,i) ∈ S ∈As(ΠKA(A,R,U)∪ ΠP) from rules 1
(where i is the identifier of the tuple 〈B,α〉). Then an atom utility(a,v) ∈ S from
rule 2, where v is the sum of all coefficients α such that the atom coef(a,α,i) ∈ S (by
the semantics of the #sum aggregate function/ the semantics of weight constraints).
B

B

B

For the extended preferences, the k-additive form is formalized in ASP with the
translation ΠKAex(A,R,U) defined as follows
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility an agent can have
umax.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B,α〉 ∈ ura with an identifier i, a fact
coefg(a,α,i) ∈ ΠKAex(A,R,U), and a rule rl ∈ ΠKAex(A,R,U), where head(rl)
=coef(a,α,i,A), and for every resource r ∈B ‘has(A, r)’ ∈ body(rl), and
agent(A) ∈ body(rl).
(1)

•

And a rule for summing the coefficients:
in DLV
utility(A,U,B):utg(U),agent(A),agent(B),
#sum{C,I:coef(A,C,I,B)}=U. ∈ ΠKAex(A,R,U)
in LParse
utility(A,U,B):U[coef(A,C,I,B):coefg(A,C,I)=C]U,
utg(U),agent(A)agent(B). ∈ ΠKAex(A,R,U)

(2)

(2)

Thus for the example above the translation ΠKA’ consist of the following rules:
coef(a,2,1,A):- has(A, r1), agent(A).
coef(a,2,2,A):- has(A, r1),has(A, r2), agent(A).
coef(a,1,3,A):- has(A, r3), agent(A).
utility(A,U,B):utg(U),agent(A),agent(B),
#sum{C,I:coef(A,C,I,B)}=U.
Proposition 4.6: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U in the k-additive form and a particular allocation P which allocates a
bundle Ba ⊆ R to an each agent a, for any answer sets S ∈ As(ΠKAex(A,R,U)∪ΠP),
utility(a,v,b) ∈ S if and only if v is the sum of all coefficients α such that
〈B,α〉∈ura and B ⊆ Bb.
B

B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠKA.
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4.2.4 Logic based preference representation of quantitative
preferences
In logic based preference representation preferences are represented in terms of goals
expressed as propositional formulas over literals of the form pr (meaning that an agent
owns a resource r). The utility values are defined with respect to the satisfied goals by a
particular bundle. There are several ways of extracting utilities from goals each of which
is formalized with ASP in this section. Unsurprisingly, logic based preferences are the
easiest to express in ASP.
The simplest logic based representation is to have a single goal for each agent and a
utility 1 for the bundles which satisfy the goal and 0 for the ones which don’t. Formally
for each agent a∈ A, ura= Ga where Ga is a propositional formula comprised of literals pr
where r∈ R.
For the simple preferences, the simplest logic representation is formalized in ASP with
the following translation ΠLS(A,R,U):
•

For every agent a ∈ A with a goal Ga in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn, for
every disjunct d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre (meaning
that a owns resources ri…rj and does not own resources rz…re) the rule
goal(a):has(a, ri),…,has(a, rj),
not has(a, rj),…,not has(a, re). ∈ ΠLS(A,R,U)

•

Two rules for defining the utility

:

utility(A,1):-goal(A).
utility(A,0):-agent(A),not goal(A). ∈ ΠLS(A,R,U)
Consider a single agent a, a set of three resources R={r1, r2, r3}, and a goal Ga=
(pr1∧⌐pr2)∨pr3. The translation ΠLS({a},{r1, r2, r3},{Ga}) will consist of the following
rules:
goal(a):- has(a, r1),not has(a, r2).
goal(a):- has(a, r3).
utility(A,1):-goal(A).
utility(A,0):-agent(A),not goal(A).
Proposition 4.7: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a single propositional goal, and a particular allocation P
which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer sets S
∈As(ΠLS(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,1) ∈ S if and only if Ba satisfies the goal of a Ga,
and utility(a,0) ∈ S if and only if Ba does not satisfy Ga
B

B

B

Proof: Trivial.
For the extended preferences, the formalization is done with the following translation
ΠLSex(A,R,U)
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•

For every agent a ∈ A with a goal Ga in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn, for
every disjunct d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule
goal(a,A):has(A, ri),… ,has(A, rj),
not has(A, rj),… ,not has(A, re),
agent(A). ∈ ΠLSex(A,R,U)

•

The rules

:

utility(A,1,B):- goal(A,X), agent(B).
utility(A,0,B):- agent(A), agent(B) not goal(A,X).
∈ Π LSex(A,R,U)
Proposition 4.8: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a single propositional goal, and a particular allocation P
which allocates a bundle Ba⊆R to each agent a, for any answer sets S
∈As(ΠLS(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,1,b) ∈ S if and only if Bb satisfies the goal of a
Ga, and utility(a,0,b)∈ S if and only if Bb does not satisfy Ga
B

B

B

Proof: Trivial.
Another alternative is, instead of a single goal, to have a set of goals and a utility defined
as the number of goals satisfied by a particular bundle. Formally, for each agent a∈ A,
ura= {Ga1… Gan} where each Ga1…an is comprised of propositional literals pr and r∈ R.
For the simple preferences, the formalization of the above representation in ASP is done
with the following translation ΠLC(A,R,U):
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility an agent can have
umax.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every agent a ∈ A, and for every goal Gai of a in disjunctive normal form d1
∨...∨ dn, a fact for grounding goalg(a,i) ∈ ΠLC(A,R,U) and, for every disjunct
d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule
goal(a,i):has(a, ri),… ,has(a, rj),
not has(a, rj),… ,not has(a, re). ∈ ΠLC(A,R,U)

•

A rule for defining the utility:
In DLV
utility(A,U):- utg(U), agent(A),#count{G:goal(A,G)}=U.
∈ ΠLC(A,R,U)
In Smodels
utility(A,U):U[goal(A,G):goalg(A,G)]U,utg(U),agent(A).
∈ ΠLC(A,R,U)
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Proposition 4.9: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a set of propositional goals (i.e. for each agent a∈ A, ura=
{Ga1… Gan} ), and a particular allocation P which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent
a, for any answer set S ∈As(ΠLC(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v) ∈ S if and only if v is
the number of goals of a satisfied by the bundle Ba.
B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠKA.
For the extended preferences, the formalization is done with the translation ΠLCex(A,R,U)
defined as follows:
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility umax an agent can
have.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every agent a ∈ A, and for every goal Gai of a in disjunctive normal form d1
∨...∨ dn, goalg(a,i) ∈ ΠLCex(A,R,U) and, for every disjunct d1..n which is a
conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule
goal(a,i,A):has(A, ri),… ,has(A, rj),
not has(A, rj),… ,not has(A, re),
agent(A).

•

∈ ΠLCex(A,R,U)

A rule for defining the utility:
In DLV
utility(A,U,B):utg(U), agent(A),agent(B),
#count{G:goal(A,G,B)}=U.
In LParse
utility(A,U,B):U[goal(A,G):goalg(A,G)]U,
utg(U),agent(A),agent(B).

∈ ΠLCex(A,R,U)

∈ ΠLCex(A,R,U)

Proposition 4.10: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a set of propositional goals, and a particular allocation P
which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer set S
∈As(ΠLCex(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v,b) ∈ S if and only if v is the number of goals
of a satisfied by the bundle Bb.
B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠKA.
Yet another variant of logic based preferences are the weighted goals, where a weight is
associated to each goal, and the final utility is a value opposite proportional to the sum of
the unsatisfied goals. Since DLV does not support negative numbers (for negating the
sum of unsatisfied weights), for simplicity, the final utility is considered to be the sum of
the weights of the satisfied goal. Formally, when utilities are represented with weighted
goals, for each agent a ∈ A, ura= {〈Ga1,αa1〉…〈Gan,αan〉} where each Ga1…an is comprised
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of propositional atoms pr where r∈ R, and αa1…an are numerical values representing the
weights.
For the simple preferences represents as weighted goals the ASP formalization is done
with the following translation ΠWG(A,R,U):
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility umax an agent can
have.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every agent a ∈ A, for every goal Gai in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn
with a weight αai, goalg(a,i,αai) ∈ ΠWG (A,R,U) and, for every disjunct d1..n
which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule:
goal(a, i, αai):has(a,ri),… ,has(a, rj),
not has(a, rj),… ,not has(a, re).

•

∈ ΠWG (A,R,U)

And a rule for defining the utility:
In DLV
utility(A,U):-utg(U),agent(A),#sum{W,G:goal(A,G,W)}=U.
∈ ΠWG (A,R,U)
In LParse
utility(A,U):U[goal(A,G,W):goalg(A,G,W)=W]U,
utg(U),agent(A).
∈ ΠWG(A,R,U)

Proposition 4.11: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a set of propositional goals with weights, and a particular
allocation P which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer sets S
∈ As(ΠWG(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v) ∈ S if and only if v is the sum of the weights
of the goals of a satisfied by the bundle Ba.
B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠKA.
For the extended preferences represented as weighted goals the ASP formalization is
done with the translation ΠWGex(A,R,U) defined as follows:
•

A rule for grounding the utilities, given the maximum utility an agent can have
umax.
utg(0.. umax).

•

For every agent a ∈ A, for every goal Gai in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn
with a weight αa, goalg(a,i,αai) ∈ ΠWG (A,R,U) and, for every disjunct d1..n
which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule
goal(a, i,αai,A):has(A, ri),… ,has(A, rj),
not has(A, rj),… ,not has(A, re),
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∈ ΠWGex(A,R,U)

agent(A).
•

And the rule:
In DLV
utility(A,U,B):utg(U),agent(A), agent(B),
#sum{W,G:goal(A,G,W,B)}=U.
∈ ΠWGex(A,R,U)
In LParse
utility(A,U,B):U[goal(A,G,W,B):goalg(A,G,W)=W]U,
∈ ΠWGex(A,R,U)
utg(U),agent(A),agent(B).

Proposition 4.12: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preference
representations in U given as a set of propositional goals with weights, and a particular
allocation P which allocates a bundle Ba ⊆ R to each agent a, for any answer sets S
∈ As(ΠWG(A,R,U)∪ΠP), utility(a,v,b) ∈ S if and only if v is the sum of the
weights of the goals of a satisfied by the bundle Bb.
B

B

Proof: Analogous to the one for ΠKA.

4.2.5 Ordinal Preference representation, prioritized goals
Recall that prioritized goals are very similar to weighted goals in which, instead of
weights, the goals are associated with priorities. Accordingly, for each agent a ∈ A, ura=
{〈Ga1〉…〈Gan〉, r} where each Ga1…an is the same as before, and r is a function from
integers to integers such that r(i) = j when j is the rank of the goal Gi.
In ASP, prioritized goals are formalized with the translations ΠPG(A,R,U) and
ΠPGex(A,R,U) (for simple and extended preferences respectively) defined as follows:
•

For every agent a ∈ A, for every goal Gai in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn
with a priority r(i) = j the rule:
goal(a, i, j).

•

∈ ΠPG(A,R,U) and ΠPGex(A,R,U)

and for every disjunct d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the
rule:
sat(a, i,X):allocation(X),
has(a, ri,X),… ,has(a, rj,X),
not has(a, rj,X),… ,not has(a, re,X). ∈ ΠPG(A,R,U)
and
sat(a, i,A):agent(A),
has(A, ri),… ,has(A, rj),
not has(A, rj),… ,not has(A, re).
∈ ΠPGex(A,R,U)

(1)

(1’)

The formalization for the simple preferences uses has/3 atoms instead of has/2 for
defining the preferences. This allows several allocations to be represented in a single
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answer set depending on the third argument of the has/3 atoms. Accordingly, an
alternative correspondence between an allocation P and program ΠP’ (to differentiate
from ΠP which uses has/2 atoms) is defined as follows:
•

Given an allocation P, for every agent a and bundle B such that 〈a,B〉∈ P, and for
every resource r∈ B, a fact
∈ ΠP’

has(a, r, p).
•

And an additional fact
allocation(p). ∈ ΠP’

Now, for each agent a preference relation can be defined over the allocations (or the
bundles allocated to different agents in extended preferences) with respect to the ordinal
preferences which are being formalized. This corresponds to an atom
prefers(a,p,q) meaning that an agent a prefers, or is at least as satisfied with the
received bundle in the allocation P compared to the one in allocation Q, or to an atom
prefers(a,a,b) meaning that an agent a prefers, or is at least as satisfied with, the
bundle allocated to itself than to the one allocated to agent b.
As discussed in chapter 2, there are three ways of extending prioritized goals to a
preference relation: the best-out, the dicsrimin and the leximin orderings, all of which are
discussed in what follows.
Recall the definition of the best out ordering from chapter 2:
P
P

P’ iff min{ r(i) | P Gi}≤ min{ r(i) | P’

Gi}

For the simple preferences, the formalization of this ordering in ASP is done with the
program ΠBO consisting of the following rules:
•

rules for finding for each agent the highest priority of a goal which is not satisfied
in a particular allocation.
notSat(A,P,X):allocation(X),goal(A,G,P),not sat(A,G,X).
(2)
notmin(A,P,X):-notSat(A,P,X),notSat(A,PP,X), PP<P. (3)
min(A,P,X):-notSat(A,P,X),not notmin(A,P,X).
(4)

•

rules for defining the preference relation, with the latter one covering the case
when all goals of an agent have been satisfied by a particular allocation.
prefers(A,X,Y):allocation(X),allocation(Y),Y!=X,agent(A),
min(A,PI,X),min(A,PG,Y), PI>=PG.
prefers(A,X,Y):allocation(X),allocation(Y),Y!=X,agent(A),
not hasmin(A,X).
hasmin(A,X):-min(A,P,X).
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The formalization for the extended preferences is done by a program ΠBOex which is
equal to ΠBO where each allocation/1 predicate is replaced by the predicate
agent/1. Thus for example rule 5 becomes:
prefers(A,X,Y):agent(X),agent(Y),Y!=X,agent(A),
min(A,PI,X),min(A,PG,Y), PI>=PG.
Proposition 4.13: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preferences in U
given as a set of propositional goals with priorities, and two (or more) allocations P and
Q. An atom prefers(a,p,q)∈S∈As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠBO∪ΠP’∪ΠQ’) if and only if the
agent a prefers P over Q in respect to the best out ordering over the prioritized goals (i.e.
Q P). Similarly given allocation P, prefers(a,b,c)∈ S ∈As(ΠPGex(A,R,U) ∪
ΠBOex ∪ ΠP) if and only if the agent a prefers the bundle allocated to agent b compared to
the one allocated to agent c (i.e. Ba Bb).
B

B

Proof: From rule 1, for every goal Gai of an agent a which is satisfied by an allocation P
(i.e. P Gai) an atom sat(a, i, p) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠBO∪ΠP∪ΠQ).From rule 2,
for every priority j of an unsatisfied goal of an agent a in an allocation P an atom
notSat(a, j, p) ∈ S. Then, from rules 3 and 4, an atom min(a, m, p) ∈ S, where m
is the minimal priority value (the highest priority) of an unsatisfied goal of an agent a in
the allocation P, and thus pref(a,p,q) ∈ S iff min {r(i) | P Gai}≤ min{ r(i) |
Q Gai} or P satisfies all a’s goals, from rule 5 and rules 6 and 7 respectively.
Accordingly pref(a,p,q) ∈ S if and only if Q P in respect to the preferences of
agent a. The other case is similar.
The descrimin ordering is defined as follows:
Let d(P, P’) = min{r(i) | P Gi ∧ P’
P Gi} = { Gi | P’ Gi}.

Gi}. P

P’ iff d(P, P’) < d(P’, P) or {Gi |

This ordering is formalized in ASP with the program ΠDO consisting of the following
rules:
•

rules for defining the d(R, R’) for two allocations R and R’ .
potD(A,X,Y,D):allocation(X), allocation(Y),Y!=X,goal(A,G,D),
notsat(A,G,X),sat(A,G,Y).
(8)
notminD(A,X,Y,D):potD(A,X,Y,D),potD(A,X,Y,DD), DD<D.
(9)
d(A,X,Y,D):-potD(A,X,Y,D),not notminD(A,X,Y,D) . (10)

•

rules for defining the preference relation, with the latter one covering the case
when the goals satisfied by one allocation include all the goals satisfied by the
other allocation and thus also the case when the two allocations are equal.
prefers(A,X,Y):-d(A,X,Y,D),d(A,Y,X,DD), D>DD.
prefers(A,X,Y):allocation(X), allocation(Y),
Y!=X, agent(A),not hasD(A,X,Y).
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hasD(A,X,Y):-d(A,X,Y,_).
(13)
Same as before, ΠDOex is equal to ΠDO where each allocation/1 predicate is replaced
by the predicate agent/1.
Proposition 4.14: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preferences in U
given as a set of propositional goals with priorities, and two allocations P and Q. An atom
prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠDO∪ΠP∪ΠQ) if and only if the agent a
prefers (or at least as satisfied with) P over Q in respect to the descrimin ordering over
the prioritized goals (i.e. Q
P). Similarly given allocation P, prefers(a,b,c)∈ S
∈As(ΠPGex(A,R,U)∪ΠDOex∪ΠP) if and only if the agent a prefers the bundle allocated to
agent b compared to the one allocated to agent c (i.e. Ba
Bb).
B

B

Proof: From rule 1, for every goal Gai of an agent a which is satisfied by an allocation P
(i.e. P Gai) an atom sat(a, i, p) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠDO∪ΠP∪ΠQ). From rule 8,
for every priority j of a goal Gai of an agent a which is unsatisfied by an allocation P and
satisfied by an allocation Q an atom potD(a,p,q,j) ∈ S. Then, from rules 9 and 10, an
atom d(a,p,q,m) ∈ S where m is the minimal priority value (the highest priority) such
that potD(a,p,q,m) ∈ S and thus m = d(P, Q). An atom prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S if and
only if d(Q,P)< d(P,Q), or all goals satisfied by Q are also satisfied by P, fromrule 11 and
rules 12 and 13 respectively. Accordingly prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S if and only if Q
P
in respect to the preferences of agent a. The other case is analogous.
Recall the definition of the leximin ordering:
Let dk(P) = |{ Gi | P Gi ∧ r(i) = k}|. P P’ iff there exist a k such that dk(P) < dk(P’)
and ∀j < k, dj(P) = dj(P’). P
P’ iff P P’ or ∀j, dj(P) = dj(P’).
In ASP this ordering is formalized with the logic program ΠLO consisting of the
following rules:
•

Given a priority scale form 1..n, rules for grounding and defining the priority limit
(a dummy priority is added in order to avoid arithmetic for decreasing the priority
level when checking that for a given a priority level k, ∀j < k, dj(R) = dj(R’) in
rule 16 below)
priority(1..n+1).
priorityLimit(n+1).

•

rules for defining the dk(R) for each allocations R, and every priority k. In DLV:
dk(A,K,DK,X):agent(A),allocation(X),priority(K),
#count{G:sat(A,G,X),goal(A,G,K)}=DK.
In Lpaese:
dk(A,K,DK,X):agent(A),allocation(X),priority(K),
DK[sat(A,G,X):goal(A,G,K)]DK.
(14)
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•

rules for defining the preference relation, with the latter one covering the case
when the two allocations satisfy the same number of goals of each priority level.

difAboveK(A,X,Y,K):priority(K),priority(KC),K>KC,
allocation(X), allocation(Y),X!=Y,
dk(A,KC,DKX,X),dk(A,KC,DKY,Y),DKX!=DKY.
(15)
prefers(A,X,Y):- allocation(X),allocation(Y),X!=Y,
priority(K),dk(A,K,DKX,X),dk(A,K,DKY,Y),DKX>DKY,
not difAboveK(A,X,Y,K).
(16)
prefers(A,X,Y):agent(A), allocation(X), allocation(Y),X!=Y,
not difAboveK(A,X,Y,PL), priorityLimit(PL). (17)
As before, ΠLOex is equal to ΠLO where each allocation/1 predicate is replaced by the
predicate agent/1.
Proposition 4.15: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with the preferences in U
given as a set of propositional goals with priorities, and two allocations P and Q. An atom
prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠLO∪ΠP∪ΠQ) if and only if the agent a
prefers P over Q in respect to the leximin ordering over the prioritized goals (i.e.
Q
P). Similarly given allocation P, prefers(a,b,c)∈ S ∈ As(ΠPGex(A,R,U) ∪
ΠLOex ∪ ΠP) if and only if the agent a prefers the bundle allocated to agent b compared to
the one allocated to agent c (i.e. Ba
Bb).
B

B

Proof: From rule 1, for every goal Gai of an agent a which is satisfied by an allocation P
(i.e. P Gai) an atom sat(a, i, p) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠLO∪ΠP∪ΠQ). From rule
14, for every agent a, priority level k, and an allocation P dk(a,k,dk,p) ∈ S where dk =
dk(P) for the agent a. From rule 15, an atom difAboveK(a,p,q,k), for every agent a,
priority value k, and two allocations P and Q such that there is a priority level k’ > k for
which dk’(P)≠ dk’(Q) for the agent a. Then an atom prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S if and only if
exist a k such that dk(P) < dk(Q) and ∀j < k, dj(P) = dj(Q) or ∀k, dk(P) = dk(Q) from rule
P
16 and rule 17 respectively. Accordingly prefers(a,p,q) ∈ S if and only if Q
in respect to the preferences of agent a. The other case is analogous.
For simplicity, ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠBO is referred to as ΠBO(A,R,U), ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠDO is
referred to as ΠDO(A,R,U), and ΠPG(A,R,U)∪ΠLO is referred to as ΠLO(A,R,U). Similarly
ΠPGex(A,R,U)∪ΠBOex is referred to as ΠBOex, ΠPGex(A,R,U)∪ΠDOex is referred to as
ΠDOex(A,R,U), and ΠPGex(A,R,U)∪ΠLOex is referred to as ΠLOex(A,R,U).

4.3 Social Welfare
Most of the MARA problems discussed in this chapter include the notion of social
welfare which will be formalized in ASP with the translations ΠSWut, ΠSWnp, ΠSWeg,
and ΠSWel, for the utilitarian, Nash, egalitarian and elitist social welfare respectively (for
both Smodels and DLV). In all translations an atom sw(v) is used to denote the social
welfare value v which is depended in one way or another (depending of the type of social
welfare) on the agents utilities represented in ASP as a set of utility/2atoms.
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The simplest way of representing social welfare in DLV is with the use of aggregate
functions. Since the maximum social welfare value should be known for grounding and it
is dependent on the number of agents n and the maximum utility value umax, the input of
the translations is a set of agents A ={1...n}and umax.
•

For utilitarian social welfare, the translation ΠSWut(A, umax) contains the following
rules:
swg(0..imax).(where: imax = n * umax)
sw(SW):- swg(SW),#sum{U,A : utility(A,U)} = SW.

•

For the Nash product, the translation ΠSWnp(A, umax) contains the following rules:
swg(0..imax). (where: imax = umaxn)
sw(SW):- swg(SW),#times{U,A : utility(A,U)} = SW.

•

For the egalitarian social welfare, the translation ΠSWeg(A, umax) contains the
following rules:
swg(0..imax). (where: imax = umax)
sw(SW):- swg(SW),#min{U,A : utility(A,U)} = SW.

•

For the elitist social welfare, the translation ΠSWel(A, umax) contains the following
rules:
swg(0..imax). (where: imax = umax)
sw(SW):-swg(SW),#max{U,A : utility(A,U)} = SW.

Proposition 4.16: Given a set n of agents, and their utility values represented as a set of
utility/2 atoms Ut, with a maximum utility value umax, for any answer sets S ∈
As(ΠSWut(n, umax) ∪ Ut) , As(ΠSWnp(n, umax) ∪ Ut) , As(ΠSWeg(n, umax) ∪ Ut) , and
As(ΠSWel(n, umax) ∪ Ut) , sw(v) ∈ S if and only if v is the value of the utilitarian, Nash,
egalitarian, and elitist social welfare respectively in respect to the utility values in Ut.
Proof: Immediate from the semantics of the aggregate functions in DLV.
In LParse, the corresponding translations are the following, given a set of agents A =
{1…n} with maximum utility umax:
•

For utilitarian social welfare, the translation ΠSWut(A, umax) contains the following
rules:
utg(0.. umax).
swg(0.. imax). (where: imax =n*umax)
sw(SW):-SW[utility(A,U):agent(A):utg(U)=U]SW,swg(SW).

•

For the Nash product, the translation ΠSWnp(A, umax) contains the following rules:
utg(0.. umax).
swg(0.. imax). (where: imax = umaxn)
sw(SW):- utility(1,U1),…, utility(n,Un),
utg(U1),…, utg(Un), swg(SW),U1*…*Un = SW.
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•

For the egalitarian social welfare, the translation ΠSWeg(A, umax) contains the
following rules:
utg(0.. umax).
notMin(U):agent(A),utg(U),utility(A,U),agent(B),
utg(UU),utility(B,UU),UU<U.
sw(SW):-agent(A),utility(A,U),utg(U),not notMin(U).

•

For the elitist social welfare, the translation ΠSWel(A, umax) contains the following
rules:
utg(0.. umax).
notMax(U):agent(A),utg(U),utility(A,U),utg(UU),
agent(B),utility(B,UU),UU>U.
sw(SW):- agent(A),utg(U),utility(A,U),not notMax(U).

Proposition 4.17: Given a set of n agents, and their utility values represented as a set of
utility/2 atoms Ut, with a maximum utility value umax, for any answer sets S ∈
As(ΠSWut(A) ∪ Ut) , As(ΠSWnp(A) ∪ Ut) , As(ΠSWeg(A) ∪ Ut) , and As(ΠSWel(A) ∪
Ut) , sw(v) ∈ S if and only if v is the value of the utilitarian, Nash, egalitarian, and elitist
social welfare respectively, in respect to the utility values in Ut.
Proof: Immediate for the utilitarian social welfare and the Nash product. For the
egalitarian social welfare, an atom notMin(v) ∈ S ∈As(ΠSWeg(A) ∪ Ut) for every
utility value v which is not minimal from the first rule, and an atom sw(v) ∈ S with v
being the utility value (since not notMin(v) must hold) of the least satisfied agent
from the second rule. Similarly, for elitist social welfare, a atom notMax(v) ∈ S
∈ As(ΠSWel(A) ∪ Ut) for every utility value v which is not maximal, and a atom
sw(sw) ∈ S with sw being the utility value of the most satisfied agent.
Note that for some problems explicit representation of the social welfare as discussed in
this section will not be necessary. For example, a rule for maximizing the value of
utilitarian social welfare is included in a rule for maximizing the sum of agent’s utility,
which in the k-additive case is included in a rule for maximizing the sum of coefficients.

4.4 Generating models
In general, MARA problems are solved with ASP by generating the possible valid
allocations and then eliminating the ones which do not satisfy certain criteria.
Accordingly, a logic program needs to be defined for enumerating the possible
allocations. The preference relations do not matter at this stage since they are only used
for pruning the allocations. The following rule can be used in DLV for generating answer
sets which correspond to all allocations:
has(X,Y) v notHas(X,Y):- agent(X),resource(Y).

(1)

The corresponding without disjunction, for LParse, consists of two rules:
has(X,Y):-agent(X),resource(Y),not notHas(X,Y).
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notHas(X,Y):-agent(X),resource(Y),not has(X,Y).

(3)

The answer sets of the above program are the possible combination of agent-resource
pairs such that the agent owns that resource (i.e. has/2 holds). However some of these
answer sets are not valid allocations. Examples are the ones which allocate a single
resource to two different agents. Such answer sets should be pruned which is done by the
following constrain rule:
:-agent(X),agent(Z),resource(Y),has(X,Y),has(Z,Y),X!=Z.
(4)
or equivalent, but more efficient, the following rule:
notHas(X,R):agent(X),agent(Z),resource(R),has(Z,R),X!=Z.

(4’)

In some problems it is useful to eliminate also the allocations which do not distribute
every resource i.e. allow only complete allocations. This is done by the following two
rules:
allocated(R):- resource(R), has(_,R).
(5)
:-resource (R),not allocated(R).
(6)
Given a set of resources R and a set of agents A, consider ΠG(A,R) to be the logic
program consisting of ΠAR(A,R) (the agent/1 and resource/1 facts ) and rules 2, 3, 4,
5, 6.
Proposition 4.18.a: Given a set of m resources R, and a set of n agents A, a complete
allocation P belongs to the set of all allocations Aln,m if and only if there exist an answer
set S∈As(ΠG(A,R)) that corresponds to P i.e. for all agents a ∈ Α, r ∈ P(a) if and only
if has(a, r)∈ S.
Proof: (if) If a given allocation P is valid and complete then it corresponds to an answer
set of the program ΠG(A,R). From rule 2 and 3, every collection of has/2 atoms (with the
complementary notHas/2 atoms) is an answer set of the program as long as the body of
rule 4 does not hold (which is the case if P is valid i.e. there are no two agent a and b
such that P(a)∩P(b) ≠ ∅, and thus has/2 does not hold for two different agents and one
resource simultaneously) and the body of the rule 6 does not hold (which is the case if P
is also complete, i.e. for every resource r there is an agent a such that r ∈ P(a), and thus
for all resources there is a has/2 atom and also allocated/1 atom from rule 5).
Accordingly there exist S∈As(ΠG(A,R)) which corresponds to P.
(only if) Analogous.
A more efficient way to achieve the same effect as the rules above, is by direct generation
of answer sets which allocate each resource to exactly one agent, a technique known as
general enumeration of exactly one [36] which was used in section 3.3. This corresponds
to the following two rules:
has(X,Y):-agent(X),resource(Y),not notHas(X,Y).

(7)

notHas(X,R):agent(X),agent(Z),resource(R),has(Z,R),X!=Z.

(8)
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In LParse the same can be expressed with cardinality constrain stating that for each
resource there should be exactly one agent such that the agent owns that resource.
1 {has(X,Y): agent(X)} 1 :- resource(Y).

(9)

Given a set of resources R and a set of agents A, the logic program consist of the program
ΠAR(A,R), and rules 7 and 8 (in case of DLV), or 9 (in case of LParse) is equivalent to the
program ΠG(A,R) discussed previously.
Proposition 4.18.b: Given a set of resources R and a set of agents A, the logic program
consist of the program ΠAR(A,R), and rules 7 and 8 (in case of DLV), or 9 (in case of
LParse) is equivalent to the program ΠG(A,R) discussed previously.
Proof: Trivial.
These rules (referred to as ΠG) are used extensively in the solutions discussed later in this
chapter since they provide natural way of generating answer sets for a resource allocation
problem. Exceptions are auctions which will be discussed later.

4.5 The Welfare Optimization Problem
The welfare optimization problem as discussed in section 2.5, is the problem of checking
whether there is an allocation which exceeds a certain value in respect to a particular
social welfare function. More formally:
•

Welfare Optimization (WO)
o Instance : 〈A,R,U〉 ; Κ ∈ I,
o Question: ∃P∈ Aln,m : sw(P) ≥ K

It is obvious that the problem only applies for quantitative preference representation since
it uses the notion of social welfare. Depending on the function used for measuring the
social-welfare and the preference representation, there are different instantiations of the
WO problem, all of which are captured with the following logic program ΠWO(A,R,U,K)
consisting of:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the preference
representation used is equal to ΠEF, ΠBF (ΠBFS in case of utilitarian social
welfare) , ΠBF ΠKA, ΠLS, ΠLC or ΠWG discussed in section 5.2. (recall that the
atoms agent/1 and resource/1 are included in the translation of the utilities)

•

A translation of the social welfare ΠSW(A,R,U), which depending on the social
welfare used is equal to ΠSWut, ΠSWnp, ΠSWeg or ΠSWel discussed in section 5.3.

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

•

A constraint part ΠC(K) defined as follows:

Check
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:-sw(SW),SW<K.
Theorem 4.1: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with quantitative agents’
preferences (in one of the representations discussed in section 5.2) and a integer value K,
each answer set S ∈ As(ΠWO(A,R,U,K)) corresponds to an allocation P with sw(P) ≥ K
(in respect to one of the social welfare function discussed in section 5.3), thus there exist
an answer set S ∈ As(ΠWO(A,R,U,K)) if and only if there exist an allocation P∈ Aln,m,
such that sw(P) ≥ K,.
Proof: From for the rules in ΠG, each answer set S ∈ As(ΠWO(A,R,U,K)) corresponds to
a valid allocation P ∈ Aln,m, and sw(v) ∈ S where v = sw(P), from the rules in
ΠU(A,R,U) and ΠSW(A,R,U)). Also v ≥ K because of the constraint rule, and thus the
answer sets of ΠWO(A,R,U,K) correspond to the valid allocations P∈ Aln,m with sw(P) ≥
K. Note that the allocations generated by ΠG are not directly (without additional rules)
influenced by the programs ΠU(A,R,U) and ΠSW(A,R,U)) since none of the literals used in
ΠG appears in the head of a rule in the latter two programs. For the same reason, rules in
ΠU(A,R,U) are not influenced by rules in ΠSW(A,R,U). This is common for most of the
proofs which follow.
The above formalization can be simplified in case of the egalitarian and elitist social
welfare. In the case of egalitarian social welfare, instead of defining the social welfare as
the utility value of the least satisfied agent and then ensuring that it is bigger or equal to
K, it can be simply stated that there should be no agent with utility less than K with the
following constraint rule.
:-utility(A,X),X<K.
Similarly for the elitist social welfare it can be stated that an agent must exist with a
utility value greater than K with the following two rules.
exist:-utility(A,X),X>=K.
:-not exist.
These two translations are referred to as ΠWOeg and ΠWOel respectively.
Until now the decision version of the WO problem was discussed. Although the ASP
formalization results in an allocation which exceeds a certain value of social welfare, still
the essence of the problem was checking whether such an allocation exist. On the other
hand, the optimization version of the WO problem (WOO) is the problem of finding an
allocation which maximizes the value of social welfare. This problem is outside the NP
and coNP complexity classes and it can be solved with the use of optimization statements
(in the case of LParse), or with weak constraints (in case of DLV). In fact the
formalization is very similar to the one above with the difference that instead of
constraint, an optimization statement or a weak constraint is used.
Accordingly the WOO problem is formalized in ASP with the program ΠWOO(A,R,U) in
which the Data and the Guess parts are the same as above (as ΠWO(A,R,U)), while the
Check part ΠC consists of the following weak constrain in DLV which minimizes the
sum of not accepted social welfares, thus maximizing the single one which is accepted.
:~ swg(X),not sw(X).[X:1]
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or the following optimization statement in LParse
maximize[sw(X):swg(X)=X].
Theorem 4.2: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with quantitative agents’
preferences (in one of the representations discussed in section 5.2) , an optimal answer
set 5 S ∈ As(ΠWOO(A,R,U,K)) corresponds to an allocation P which maximizes the value
of social welfare (i.e. there does not exist Q ∈ Aln,m, sw(P)< sw(Q)).
Proof: Analogous to the previous, only, the value v such that sw(v) ∈ S ∈
As(ΠWOO(A,R,U)) must be maximized from the meaning of the weak constraint or the
optimization statement. Recall that DLV minimizes the sum of the weights of the
satisfied weak constraints in the answer set, and minimizing the unsatisfied atoms sw(v)
with a respective weight v (the constraint ΠC), maximizes the sum of the satisfied one.
Since only a single atom sw(v) is satisfied (i.e. sw(v) ∈ S) the value of v is maximized.
While the above formalization is convenient for the Nash, egalitarian, and elitist social
welfare, for the utilitarian social welfare it can be simplified resulting in much more
efficient solution. In essence, social welfare does not need to be explicitly represented
since maximizing the sum of agents utilities will lead to an allocation that maximizes
utilitarian social welfare. Thus, the WOO problem for the utilitarian social welfare can be
formalized with the logic program ΠWOOut(A,R,U) consisting of:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the preference
representation used is equal to ΠEF, ΠBFS, ΠKA, ΠLS, ΠLC or ΠWG discussed in
section 5.2. (recall that the atoms agent/1 and resource/1 are included in
the translation of the utilities)

•

A set of facts for grounding the utility values, given the maximum utility umax:
utg(0.. umax).

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

•

A constraint part ΠC which in DLV consists of the following weak constraint:

Check
:~ utg(U), agent(A), not utility(A,U). [U:1]
in LParse ΠC consists of the following optimization statement
maximize[utility(A,U):agent(A):utg(U)=U].

5

By optimal answer sets for LParse it is referred to the answer sets with maximum or minimum sum of the
weights of the literals in the corresponding optimization statement, while for DLV the answer set which
minimize the sum of weights of the satisfied weak constraints. Recall from section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 the
definition of optimization statements in LParse and weak constraints in DLV.
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Theorem 4.3: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with quantitative agents’
preferences (in one of the representations discussed in section 5.2) , an optimal answer set
S ∈ As(ΠWOOut(A,R,U)) corresponds to an allocation P which maximizes the value of
utilitarian social welfare (i.e. there does not exist Q ∈ Aln,m, sw(P)< sw(Q)).
Proof: Contained in the proof of ΠWO(A,R,U,K)), only, the sum of values u such that
utility (a,u) ∈ S ∈ As(ΠWOOut(A,R,U)), where a is any agent, must be maximized
from the meaning of the weak constraint or the optimization statement.
The translation ΠWOOut can be further simplified when utilities are given in the K-additive
form, as the cardinality of satisfied goals, or as weighted goals. In the case of the Kadditive preferences maximizing the sum of satisfied agents’ coefficients will result in an
allocation which maximizes utilitarian social welfare. Similarly, the cardinality, or the
sum of weights, of the satisfied goals in the latter two cases.
Accordingly, the optimization version of the WO problem in case of k-additive utilities is
solved by the ASP with the program ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U) consisting of:
Data
•

For every a ∈ A, and for every tuple 〈B, α〉 ∈ ura with an identifier i, a fact for
grounding coefg(a,α,i)∈ ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U), and a rule rl, where
head(rl)=coef(a,α,i), and for every resource r∈B the literal has(a, r) ∈
body(rl).

•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

Guess

Check
A constraint part ΠC consisting of the following weak constraint in DLV:
:~ coefg(A,U,I),not coef(A,U,I). [U:1] ∈ ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U)
in LParse ΠC consists of the following optimization statement
maximize[coef(A,U,I):coefg(A,U,I)=U]. ∈ ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U),
Theorem 4.4: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with k-additive utilities, an
optimal answer set S ∈ As(ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U)) corresponds to an allocation P which
maximizes the value of utilitarian social welfare.
Proof: Contained in the previous proofs.
Note that, the above formalization when used in LParse applies for any utility function
(not only monotonic), since, unlike DLV, LParse supports negative intigers.
For the second type of logic representation, were the cardinality of satisfied goals is the
final utility, a program ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U) for solving the WOO problem is defined as
follows.
Data
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•

For every agent a ∈ A, and for every goal Gai of a in disjunctive normal form d1
∨...∨ dn, a fact for grounding goalg(a,i) ∈ ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U), and for every
disjunct d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the rule
goal(a,i):has(a, ri),… ,has(a, rj),
not has(a, rj),… ,not has(a, re). ∈ ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U)

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

•

A constraint part ΠC consisting of the following weak constraint in DLV:

Check
:~ goalg(A,I), not goal(A,I). [1:1] ∈ ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U)
in LParse ΠC consists of the following optimization statement
maximize[goal(A,I):goalg(A,I)]. ∈ ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U)
Theorem 4.5: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with utilities represented as a
set of goals, and the final utility being the cardinality of the satisfied goals, an optimal
answer set S ∈ As(ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U)) corresponds to an allocation P which maximizes
the value of utilitarian social welfare.
Proof: Contained in the previous proofs.
When utilities are given as weighted goals, a program ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U) for solving the
WOO problem is defined as follows.
Data
•

For every agent a ∈ A, for every goal Gai in disjunctive normal form d1 ∨...∨ dn
with a weight αai, a fact for grounding goalg(a,i, αai) ∈ Π WOOWGut(A,R,U),
and for every disjunct d1..n which is a conjunction pri ∧...∧ prj ∧ ⌐prz ∧...∧ ⌐pre the
rule:
goal(a, i, αai):has(a,ri),… ,has(a, rj),
not has(a, rj),… ,not has(a, re).

∈ ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U)

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

•

A constraint part ΠC consisting of the following weak constraint in DLV:

Check
:~ goal(A,I,U), not goalg(A,I,U). [U:1] ∈ ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U)
in LParse ΠC consists of the following optimization statement
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maximize[goal(A,U,I): goalg(A,I,U)=U].

∈ ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U)

Theorem 4.6: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with utilities represented as
weighted goals. An optimal answer set S ∈ As(ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U)) corresponds to an
allocation P which maximizes the value of utilitarian social welfare.
Proof: Contained in the previous proofs.
In a similar manner to the above, the decision version of the WO problem for the
utilitarian social welfare can be solved without explicit aggregation, but with the use of
weight constraints (in LParse). This is done by replacing the constraint rule in the above
translations ΠWOOBFut(A,R,U), ΠWOOKAut(A,R,U), ΠWOOLCut(A,R,U), and ΠWOOWGut(A,R,U)
with the following rules respectively. Given an input value K, and a value K’=K-1:
For the bundle form:

:- [utility(A,U):agent(A):utg(U)=U] K’.

For the k-additive form: :- [coef(A,U,I):coefg(A,U,I)=U] K’.
For cardinality of goals: :- [goal(A,I):goalg(A,I)] K’.
For the weighted goals: :- [goal(A,U,I): goalg(A,I,U)=U] K’.
As will become apparent later on, the translations defined above (denoted by
ΠWOBFut(A,R,U), ΠWOKAut(A,R,U), ΠWOLCut(A,R,U), and ΠWOWGut(A,R,U)), are much more
efficient compared to the translation ΠWO previously defined.
In DLV, with the use of priorities on weights, a translation ΠWOOlo can be defined for
returning the leximin optimal solution (defined in section 2.3) in a resource allocation
problem. Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉, ΠWOOlo(A,R,U) consists of the
following:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the preference
representation used is equal to ΠEF, ΠBF , ΠBF ΠKA, ΠLS, ΠLC or ΠWG discussed
in section 5.2. (recall that the atoms agent/1 and resource/1 are included in
the translation of the utilities)

•

A fact for defining the maximum integer value m= umax+1, where umax is the
maximum utility value. This is necessary for using arithmetic in the check part
below.
#maxint= m.

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG
discussed in section 5.4.

•

A constraint part ΠC for setting for each utility/2 atom, a weight value
1 on a level opposite proportional to the utility value, defined as follows:

Check

:~ utility(A,U),#maxint=U+P. [1:P]
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Theorem 4.7: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with quantitative agents’
preferences (in one of the representations discussed in section 5.2). An optimal answer
set S ∈ As(ΠWOOlo(A,R,U)) corresponds to an allocation P which is leximin optimal (as
defined in section 2).
Proof: As before, each answer set S ∈ As(ΠWOOlo(A,R,U,K)) corresponds to a valid
allocation P ∈ Aln,m, from the rules in ΠG. By the proofs for the formalizations of
quantitative preference, for each agent a there will be exactly one utility/2 atom
belonging to each answer set S ∈ As(ΠWOOlo(A,R,U)). Recall from section 4.5.2, that in
presence of priorities, DLV compares the answer set with respect to the violated weak
constraints of the highest priority value, then the second highest and so on. The weak
constraints defined by the rule ΠC (its ground instantiations) set the priority value
opposite proportional to the utility value in each utility/2 atom, i.e. the smaller the
utility, the higher the priority. Accordingly, DLV will firstly minimize the number of
utility/2 atoms with the smallest utility value, then the second smallest, and so on,
thus returning a leximin optimal allocation as defined in section 2.3.

4.6 The Welfare Improvement Problem (WI)
The welfare improvement is the problem of checking whether an allocation is optimal
with respect to a particular social welfare function. In order to solve this problem in ASP
the social welfare, and thus also the agents’ utilities should be defined not only for the
allocation that is generated, but also for the allocation which is given as input. This can
be done by including an extra argument to the has/2, utility/2 and sw/1 predicates
that will serve as a flag for differentiating between the input allocation and the one which
is guessed in the logic program (similarly to what was done in the case of ordinal
preferences). Thus, for example has(a,r,i) will mean that, in the allocation which is
given as input, resource r is allocated to the agent a, and has(a,r,g) will mean the
same for the allocation which is generated by the logic program. Similarly, the predicates
utility(a,v,i) and utility(a,v,g) will represent the utility of an agent a in
the corresponding allocations, wile sw(sw,i) and sw(sw,g) will represent the
social welfare. Accordingly, the transitions of the preference representation, the
translation of the social welfare function as well as the program for generating allocations
will need to be modified before used in the solution of this problem.
The utility translations ΠEF, ΠBF, ΠBFS,ΠKA, ΠLS, ΠLC and ΠWG are modified by adding
two facts allocation(i) and allocation(g) for denoting the two allocations,
and then adding a fresh variable symbol ‘X’ as the last argument of all has/2,
utility/2, coef/2 (in the k-additive preferences) and goal/2 predicates(in logic
based preferences) and also adding the predicate allocation (X) in the body of each
rule. For example, the rules:
utility(a,3):-not has(a, r1),has(a, r2).
goal(a):- has(a, r3).
coef(a,1,3):- has(a, r3).
utility(A,U):-agent(A),#sum{C,I: coef(A,C,I)}=U.
utility(A,U):-agent(A), #count{G:goal(A,G)}=U.
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become
utility(a,3,X):not has(a, r1,X),has(a, r2,X),allocation (X).
goal(a,X):- has(a, r3,X), allocation(X).
coef(a,1,3,X):- has(a, r3,X), allocation(X).
utility(A,U,X):agent(A),#sum{C,I:coef(A,C,I,X)}=U,allocation (X).
utility(A,U,X):agent(A),#count{G:goal(A,G,X)}=U, allocation (X).
The same is done with the predicates utility/2, notMin/1, notMax/1 and sw/1 and
the rules of the social welfare translations ΠSWut ΠSWnp, ΠSWeg and ΠSWel. For example, the
rules:
notMin(U):agent(A),utility(A,U),agent(B),
utility(B,UU),UU<U.
sw(SW):-agent(A),utility(A,U),not notMin(U).
sw(SW):- swg(SW),#max{U,A : utility(A,U)} = SW.
become
notMin(U,X):agent(A),utility(A,U,X),agent(B),
utility(B,UU,X),UU<U,allocation (X).
sw(SW,X):agent(A),utility(A,U,X),
not notMin(U,X),allocation(X).
sw(SW,X):swg(SW),#max{U,A :utility(A,U,X)} = SW,
allocation (X).
The rules for generating allocations ΠG are modified by adding the constant ‘g’ as a third
argument of all has/2 and notHas/2 predicates. For example, the rules:
has(X,Y):-agent(X),resource(Y),not notHas(X,Y).
notHas(X,Y):agent(X),agent(Z),resource(Y),has(Z,Y),X!=Z.
1 {has(X,Y): agent(X)} 1 :- resource(Y).
become
has(X,Y,g):-agent(X),resource(Y),not notHas(X,Y,g).
notHas(X,Y,g):agent(X),agent(Z),resource(Y),has(Z,Y,g),X!=Z.
1 {has(X,Y,g): agent(X)} 1 :- resource(Y).
The new translations are denoted as ΠEF’, ΠBF’, ΠBFS’, ΠKA’, ΠLS’, ΠLC’, ΠWG’, ΠSWut’,
ΠSWnp’, ΠSWeg’, ΠSWel’, and ΠG’. The ASP solution of the WI problem for different
preference representations and different social welfare functions is formalized with the
following logic program ΠWI(A,R,U,P) consisting of:
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Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the preference
representation used is equal to ΠEF’, ΠBFS’ (ΠBF’ is only necessary for the
egalitarian social welfare), ΠKA’, ΠLS’, ΠLC’ or ΠWG’ .

•

A translation of the social welfare ΠSW(A,R,U), which depending on the social
welfare used is equal to ΠSWut’, ΠSWnp’, ΠSWeg’ or ΠSWel’.

•

The translation of the input allocation P consisting of the following facts:
allocation(i).
for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ P, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the fact
has(a, r ,i).

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG’ .

•

A constraint rule ΠC for eliminating the generated allocations with social
welfare less or equal to the social welfare of the allocation given as input:

Check

:-sw(SWI, i), sw(SWG,g),SWI >=SWG.
Theorem 4.8: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with quantitative agents’
preferences and an allocation P, the answer sets S ∈ As(ΠWI(A,R,U,P)), correspond to
the allocations Q with sw(Q)>sw(P), i.e. there exist an answer set S ∈ As(ΠWI(A,R,U,P))
if and only if there exist an allocation Q∈ Aln,m, such that sw(Q)>sw(P).
Proof: Each answer set S ∈ As(ΠWO(A,R,U,P)) corresponds to a valid allocation Q
∈ Aln,m from the rules in ΠG’. Then, sw(vg,g) ∈ S where vg = sw(Q) and sw(vi,i) ∈
S where vi = sw(P) from the rules in ΠU(A,R,U) and ΠSW(A,R,U)). Also sw(Q)>sw(P)
because of the constrain rule ΠC. Accordingly, the answer sets of ΠWO(A,R,U,K)
correspond to the valid allocations Q∈ Aln,m with sw(Q) >sw(P).

4.7 The Pareto-Optimality Problem (PO)
Pareto-optimality is the problem of checking whether a particular allocation is Paretooptimal, i.e. it is not Pareto dominated (there is no other allocation which increases the
utilities of at least one agent without decreasing the utility of the others). The main idea
when solving the PO problem using ASP is that each answer set of the logic program
corresponds to an allocation which Pareto dominates the allocation which is checked for
Pareto-optimality. If the logic program does not have answer sets the input allocation is
Pareto-optimal; else it is not and the answer sets correspond to a counter examples.
Similar to the WI problem, there are two allocations present in each answer set, one
which is checked whether it is Pareto-optimal (the input allocation), and one which is
generated by the logic program. Thus has/3 and utility/3 atoms are used. Unlike the
previous two problems which include the notion of social welfare, PO is a purely ordinal
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concept applying to both quantitative and ordinal preference representations.
Accordingly, what follows is the ASP solution to the decision version of the PO problem
for both types of preference representations.
In the case of quantitative preference representation, the PO problem is formalized with
the following logic program ΠPOq(A,R,U,P):
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the quantitative
preference representation used is equal to ΠEF’, ΠBF’, ΠKA’, ΠLS’, ΠLC’ or ΠWG’ .

•

The translation of the input allocation P consisting of the following facts:
allocation(i).
for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ P, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the fact
has(a, r ,i).

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG’ .

•

A constraint part ΠC for eliminating the answer sets corresponding to
allocations which do not Pareto dominate the input one:

Check

npd:agent(A),utility(A,UG,g), utility(A,UI,i), UI>UG.
(1)
pd:agent(A),utility(A,UG,g),
utility(A,UI,i), UG>UI, not npd.
(2)
:-not pd.
(3)
Theorem 4.9: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with qualitative agents’
preferences (in one of the preference representations discussed in section 5.2) and an
allocation P, there exist an answer set S ∈ As(ΠPOq(A,R,U,P)) if and only if P is not
Pareto-optimal allocation, i.e. P is Pareto-optimal if and only if the logic program
ΠPO(A,R,U,P) does not have any answer sets.
Proof: It is enough to prove that the answer sets S ∈ As(ΠPOq(A,R,U,P)) corresponds to
the allocations Q which Pareto dominates P. Accordingly, from rules in ΠG’ each answer
set S ∈ As(ΠPOq(A,R,U,P)) corresponds to a valid allocation Q ∈ Aln,m and for every
agent a atoms utility (a, vg ,g) and utility ( a, vi ,i) ∈ S where vg=ua(Q) and
vi=ua(P) from rules in ΠU. Furthermore, pd ∈ S if and only if there is no agent a such
that ua(P) > ua(Q) (otherwise npd will be derived by rule 1) and exist an agent a such
that ua(Q) > ua(P) (for deriving pd rule 2). Accordingly pd is derived if and only of Q
Pareto dominates P. Because of the constrain rule 3 pd must belong to all answer sets of
ΠPOq(A,R,U,P) and thus Q must Pareto dominate P.
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The solution of the PO problem for the ordinal preferences is very similar to the one
above and it is formalized by the following logic program ΠPOo(A,R,U,P):
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the ordinal
preference representation used is equal to ΠBO, ΠDO, ΠLO.

•

The translation of the input allocation P consisting of the following facts:
allocation(i).
for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ P, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the fact
has(a, r ,i).

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG’ .

•

A constraint part ΠC for eliminating the answer sets corresponding to
allocations which do not Pareto dominate the input one:

Check

npd:agent(A),prefers(A,i,g),
not prefers(A,g,i).
pd:agent(A),prefers(A,g,i),
not prefers(A,i,g), not npd.
:-not pd.

(1’)

(2’)
(3’)

Theorem 4.10: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
one of the ordinal preference representations discussed in section 5.2, and an allocation P,
there exist an answer set S ∈ As(ΠPOo(A,R,U,P)) if and only if P is not Pareto-optimal
allocation, i.e. P is Pareto-optimal if and only if the logic program ΠPOo(A,R,U,P) does
not have any answer sets.
Proof: From rules in ΠG’ each answer set S ∈ As(ΠPOo(A,R,U,P)) corresponds to a valid
allocation Q ∈ Aln,m and for every agent a atoms pref ( a,i ,g) ∈ S if and only if a
prefers (or is as satisfied with) P over Q and pref ( a,g ,i) ∈ S for the reverse from
rules in ΠU. Furthermore, pd ∈ S if and only if there is no agent a such that a strictly
prefers P over Q (otherwise npd will be derived by rule 1’) and there exist an agent a
that strictly prefers Q over P (for deriving pd rule 2’). Accordingly pd is derived if and
only if Q Pareto dominates P. Because of the constrain rule 3’ pd must belong to all
answer sets of ΠPOo(A,R,U,P) and thus Q must Pareto dominate P.
The optimization version of the Pareto-optimality problem (POO) is in the ΣP2 complexity
class and it can be captured by a strictly disjunctive logic program under the answer set
semantics (and thus applying to DLV only). However, the guess and check formalization
of such problems in ASP is not as intuitive as in the case of NP or CoNP problems since
only restricted use of default negation is allowed in the check part of the program. In
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essence, when representing ΣP2 problems in ASP, the minimal property of ASP is
explicitly exploited by a method known as saturation [42, 44, 45]. This method forces
truthfulness on atoms in the check part of the program, and thus a rule in which such an
atom will be negated by default will be never satisfied, and thus will not belong in the
reduct of the program. This is clearer in the proof of the correctness which follows the
formal definition of the formalization for the POO problem.
For the POO problem, the translation of the bundle preferences differs from what has
been presented so far and it is in correspondence with the formalization used for solving
the winner determination problem in combinatorial auctions with XOR bids (presented in
section 4.8 which follows). More specifically, a nonzero utility v of an agent a for a
bundle b (in one to one correspondence with an XOR bid) is represented with a fact
utility(a,b,v), and each bundle b of an agent a is represented as a set of facts
in(b,r) for each resource r in b. Allocation are then generated by accepting
(allocating) or not accepting a bundle for which an agent has a nonzero utility value.
Accordingly, bundles with a zero utility are not taken into consideration, which is sound
since it does make sense to consider allocating to an agent a bundle for which it has a 0
utility. This might give an intuition that such a formalization offers better performance
compared to the one presented in section 4.4 (in the generation all bundles are taken into
account, and thus also the ones for which an agent has a 0 utility). However, as will be
apparent in the next chapter in which results are discussed, this is not the case because
ensuring the validity of the allocation is much easier in the latter.
Intuitively, the POO problem is formalized as follows. Guess an allocation G (a set of
mutually acceptable bundles, i.e. no two bundles are accepted if they have a common
element, and at most a single bundle is accepted for each agent) to be checked for Paretooptimality and then do the check as follows: generate allocation P that potentially Pareto
dominate G, and assign an atom good if an allocation P does not Pareto dominate G. If
for every possible P an atom good is derived, then G is Pareto-optimal and it
corresponds to an answer set of the program. If there is at least one P for which an atom
good is not derived, then there is no answer set corresponding to G.
The POO problem for a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 , with preferences in U given
in the bundle form, is formalized with the translation ΠPOOBF(A,R,U) defined as follows:
Data
A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), defined as follows: for every a ∈ A, and
for every tuple 〈Bi, vi〉 ∈ ura the fact utility(a,vi,i).∈ ΠU(A,R,U) and for
every resource r∈ Bi the fact inBundle(i,r).∈ ΠU (A,R,U), where i is an
unique bundle identifier for a bundle B. For example the bundle identifier can be the
concatenation of the order resources (or just the resource identifiers) in the bundle,
i.e. if Bi={r1,r2,r3} then i =123.
B

B

Guess
•

The rules for guessing an allocation G
acc(A,B) v notAcc(A,B):-utility(A,B,U).

•

A rule for not allowing two utilities to be accepted for a single agent in G.
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notAcc(A,B):-utility(A,B,U),acc(A,BB),B!=BB.
•

(2)

A rule for ensuring that in G the bundles of the accepted utilities do not share
any resource, i.e. every resource is allocated to at most one agent.
notAcc(A,B):utility(A,B,U),acc(AA,BB),A!=AA,
inBundle(B,R),inBundle(BB,R).

(3)

Check
•

Rules for generating allocation P which potentially Pareto dominate G.
acc2(A,B) v notAcc2(A,B):-utility(A,B,U).
(4)
notAcc2(A,B):-utility(A,B,U),acc2(A,BB),B!=BB.
notAcc2(A,B):utility(A,B,U),acc2(AA,BB),A!=AA,
inBundle(B,R),inBundle(BB,R).
notAcc2(A,B):utility(A,B,U),utility(A,BB,UU),
acc(A,BB),U<UU.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Rules 4,5 and 6 are analogous to 1, 2 and 3, while rule 7 ensures that the accepted
utility of an agent in P is not less than the accepted utility of the same agent in G.
However, there might be the case that for an agent no utilities are accepted in P
while the same agent has an accepted utility in G, and thus suffer a loss in utility.
This is handled by deriving the atom good, with rules 8 and 9.
•

For every agent a∈ A, a rule rl for denoting when an agent a does not have an
accepted utility in P, defined as follows: head(rl)=noneAcc2(a), and for
every bundle Bi for which a has a specified utility (i.e. 〈Bi,vi〉 ∈ ura)
notAcc2(a, i) ∈ body(rl).
(8)
B

•

B

A rule for deriving good if an agent suffers a loss of utility in P compared to
G.
good:-acc(A,B),noneAcc2(A).

•

(9)

Rules for denoting that an agent has no increase in utility in P compared to G.
noInrease(A):acc(A,B), acc2(A,BB),
utility (A,B,U), utility (A,BB,U).
noInrease(A):-noneAcc2(A).

(10)
(11)

•

Rule rl for deriving good if none of the agents has increased utility P
compared to G, defined as follows: head(rl)=good, and for every agent a∈ A,
noInrease(a)∈ body(rl).
(12)

•

Rules for saturation
:-not good.
acc2(A,B):- utility(A,B,U),good.
notAcc2(X,B,U):-utility(A,B,U),good.
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Consider a resource allocation setting consisting of two agents and three resources
〈{a,b},{r1, r2, r3}, {ua, ub}〉 with ua = {〈{r1},2〉, 〈{r1, r2},2〉,〈{r3},1〉} and ub = {〈{r2},1〉,
〈{r1, r3},3〉}. ΠPOOBF({a,b},{r1, r2, r3}, {ua, ub}) consists of the following rules:
Data
utility(a,1,2). inBundle(1,r1).
utility(a,12,2). inBundle(12,r1). inBundle(12,r2).
utility(a,3,1). inBundle(3,r3).
utility(b,2,1). inBundle(2,r2).
utility(b,13,3). inBundle(13,r1). inBundle(13,r3).
Guess
acc(A,B) v notAcc(A,B):- utility(A,B,U).
notAcc(A,B):-utility(A,B,U),acc(A,BB),B!=BB.
notAcc(A,B):-utility(A,B,U),acc(AA,BB),
A!=AA, inBundle(B,R), inBundle(AA,BB,R).
Check
acc2(A,B) v notAcc2(A,B):- utility(A,B,U).
notAcc2(A,B):-utility(A,B,U),acc2(A,BB),B!=BB.
notAcc2(A,B):utility(A,B,U),utility(A,BB,UU),acc(A,BB),U<UU.
notAcc2(A,B):utility(A,B,U),acc2(AA,BB),A!=AA,
inBundle(A,B,R), inBundle(AA,BB,R).

noneAcc2(a):- notAcc2(a,1),notAcc2(a,12),notAcc2(a,3).
noneAcc2(b):- notAcc2(b,2), notAcc2(b,13).
noInrease(A):acc(A,B),acc2(A,BB),
utility(A,B,U),utility(A,BB,U).
noInrease(A):-noneAcc2(A).
good:-acc(A,B),noneAcc2(A).
good:- noInrease(a), noInrease(b).
:-not good.
acc2(A,B):- utility(A,B,U),good.
notAcc2(X,B,U):-utility(A,B,U),good.
Theorem 4.11: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
the bundle form, the answer sets S ∈ As( ΠPOOBF(A,R,U)) restricted to acc/2 atoms
correspond to the Pareto-optimal allocations P∈ Aln,m.
Proof: Consider ΠPOOBF- to be the translation equal to ΠPOOBF without the rules for
saturation. Because of rules in 1, each answer set S ∈ As( ΠPOOBF-(A,R,U)) corresponds
in terms of acc/2 atoms to an allocation G of bundles to agents, while, rules 2 and 3
assure that G is valid. Note that no other rules contain acc/2 or notAcc/2 in their head
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and thus any answer set will necessarily correspond to an allocation. Similarly a valid
allocation P is represented in S with the acc2/2 or notAcc2/2 atoms from rules 4, 5
and 6. Firstly it is proven that good∈ S if and only if P does not Pareto dominate G. By
definition of Pareto-optimality P does not Pareto dominate G in two cases, either there is
an agent who suffers a decrease in utility P, or there is no agent whose utility is increased
in P compared to G. Because of rule 7, a bundle for an agent can not be accepted in P
with a smaller utility than the bundle for the same agent accepted in G. Thus the only way
an agent can suffer a loss in utility is when none of its bundles are accepted in P, while a
bundle is accepted in G. (if) When this is the case an atom good∈ S from rule 9 (and 8).
In the case when P does not increase the utility of any agent, good∈ S from rule 12 (8,10
and 11). (only if) Since there are no other rules for deriving good except of 9 and 12, if
good∈ S then either an agent suffered a loss in utility, or the utility was not increased for
any agent in P. Accordingly good∈ S if and only if P does not Pareto dominate G.
Now, assume S ∈ As( ΠPOOBF(A,R,U)). Because of rule 13 good ∈ S, and thus for
every agent bundle pair the atoms acc2(A,B) and notAcc2(A,B) ∈ S (rule 14 and
15). The reduct of ΠPOOBF(A,R,U) in respect to S, ΠPOOBFS(A,R,U) is then equal to
ΠPOOBF(A,R,U) without rule 13. As before, because of rules 1,2 and 3, S corresponds to
a valid allocation G in terms of acc/2 atoms. If G is not Pareto optimal, by the above,
there exist a P for which good is not derivable. Then G ∪ P will be a model (with other
auxiliary predicates) of ΠPOOBFS(A,R,U) which is smaller than S, and S can not be an
answer set of ΠPOOBF(A,R,U) since it is not minimal. On the other hand, if G a Pareto
optimal allocation, then S is a minimal model of ΠPOOBFS(A,R,U) and thus also an answer
set. Accordingly, S ∈ As( ΠPOOBF(A,R,U)) if and only if S corresponds to a Pareto
optimal allocation.
Unlike other problems, the POO problem will require a separate formalization for every
type of preference representation, and such formalizations are in general hard to come up
with. Moreover, additional constrains containing default negations are not
straightforward to be incorporated in the solutions. An alternative is to use a
transformation presented in [42]. The translation combines two disjunction-free
programs, a guess program (for the Pareto optimality problem, a program for guessing an
allocation like ΠG’) and a check program (a program for checking whether an allocation
is Pareto optimal, i.e. ΠPOq or ΠPOo), in a single program with disjunction. This approach
preserves the intuitive formalization, the flexibility in terms of preference representation
and additional constrains, and can also be used for solving the WOO problem without
optimization statements (extending the above solution from POO to WOO is not strait
forward, since the latter requires the use of aggregate functions, and thus default negation
in the check part). However, it is likely to lead to inefficient solutions due to the many
new predicates which are introduced in the transformation.

4.8 The Envy free problem (EF)
The envy free problem is the problem of checking whether there exist an allocation which
is envy free, i.e. an allocation in which all agents prefer the bundle allocated to them
compared to the bundles allocated to other agents. Similarly to PO, the EF problem is
also a purely ordinal concept applying to both quantitative and ordinal preference
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representation. However, in order to solve this problem it is necessary to know the
agent’s satisfaction not only for the bundle allocated to it, but also for the bundles
allocated to other agents. Accordingly, the second type of preference formalizations will
be used.
The ASP solution of the EF problem for the quantitative preferences is formalized with
the logic program ΠEFq(A,R,U) consisting of the following rules:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the quantitative
preference representation used is equal to ΠEFex, ΠBFex, ΠKAex, ΠLSex, ΠLCex or
ΠWGex.

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG.

•

A constraint rule ΠC for eliminating the answer sets corresponding to
allocations which are not envy free

Check

:-agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,
utility(A,UA,A),utility(A,UB,B),UB>UA.
Theorem 4.12: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
one of the quantitative preference representations discussed in section 5.1, the answer sets
S ∈ As(ΠEFq(A,R,U)) correspond to the envy free allocations P∈ Aln,m, i.e. there exist an
answer set S ∈ As(ΠEFq(A,R,U)) if and only if there exist P∈ Aln,m such that P is envy
free.
Proof: From the rules in ΠG each answer set S ∈ As(ΠEFq(A,R,U)) corresponds to a valid
allocation P ∈ Aln,m and for every agent a and agent b an atom utility (a,vb,b) ∈ S
where vb is the utility of agent a for the bundle allocated to agent b (i.e. vb= ua(Bb)) from
rules in ΠU(A,R,U). Because of the constraint rule ΠC there must not exist an agent a and
an agent b such that a is more satisfied with the bundle allocated to b in P than its own
bundle, and thus P must be envy free.
B

Similarly for ordinal preferences the EF problem is formalized with ASP with the logic
program ΠEFo(A,R,U) consisting of the following rules:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the ordinal
preference representation used is equal to ΠBOex ΠDOex, ΠLOex.

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG.

•

A constraint rule ΠC for eliminating the answer sets corresponding to
allocations which are not envy free

Check
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:-agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,pref(A,B,A),not pref(A,A,B).
Theorem 4.30: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
one of the ordinal preference representations discussed in section 5.1, the answer sets S ∈
As(ΠEFo(A,R,U)) correspond to the envy free allocations P∈ Aln,m, i.e. there exist an
answer set S ∈ As(ΠEFo(A,R,U)) if and only if there exist P∈ Aln,m such that P is envy
free.
Proof: Analogous to the previous.
In the case where an envy free solution does not exist, a common approach is to look for
allocations that minimize the envy degree of the envious agents (the distance between an
envious agent and the agent it envies), or minimize the number of envious agents. Both
cases are optimization problems and are solved with weak constraints or optimization
statements. The former, which applies only for quantitative preferences, is formalized
with the logic program ΠEFO1(A,R,U) consisting of:
Data
•

A translation of the utilities ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the quantitative
preference representation used is equal to ΠEFex, ΠBFex, ΠKAex, ΠLSex, ΠLCex or
ΠWGex.

Guess
•

The rules for generating answer sets corresponding to valid allocations ΠG.

•

A constraint rule ΠC for minimizing the envy degree between agents consisting
of a rule for defining the envy degree of the envious agents

Check

envy(A,B,Deg):agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,
utility(A,UA,A),utility(A,UB,B),UB>UA,UB-UA=Deg.
(1)
and a weak constraint for minimizing the envy degree in DLV
:~envy(A,B,Deg).[Deg:1]
or an optimization statement in LParse with a corresponding grounding of the
envy degree value depended on the maximum utility an agent can receive umax
deg(0.. umax).
minimize[envy(A,B,Deg):agent(A)
:agent(B):deg(Deg)= Deg].
Theorem 4.13: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
one of the quantitative preference representations discussed in section 5.1, the answer sets
S ∈ As(ΠEFO1(A,R,U)) correspond to the allocations P∈ Aln,m which minimizes the sum
of the envy degrees of the envious agents.
Proof: From the rules in ΠG each answer set S ∈ As(ΠEFO1(A,R,U)) corresponds to a
valid allocation P ∈ Aln,m and for every agent a and agent b an atom utility (a,vb,b)
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∈ S where vb is the utility of agent a for the bundle allocated to agent b (i.e. vb= ua(Bb))
from rules in ΠU(A,R,U). Also for each pair of agents a and b, such that a envies b an
atom envy(a, b, d) ∈ S, where d is the difference between the utility of a and the
utility of b from rule 1. The weak constraint (the optimization statement) then ensures
that the returned answer set correspond to allocations P ∈ Aln,m which minimize the sum
of the envy degree of the envious agents.
B

Regarding the minimization of envious agents, this is done with programs very similar to
the ones above for solving the EF problem. In essence, the logic programs ΠEFO2o(A,R,U)
and ΠEFO2q(A,R,U) that formalize this problem for quantitative preference and ordinal
preferences repetitively are equal to the programs ΠEFo(A,R,U) and ΠEFq(A,R,U) except
that the constraint rule in ΠC is replaced by an equivalent week constraint in DLV :
for quantitative preferences
:~agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,utility(A,UA,A),
utility(A,UB,B),UB>UA.

∈ ΠC

for ordinal preferences
:~agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,pref(A,B,A),not pref(A,A,B).
∈ ΠC
In LParse, this is achieved with a rule for denoting the envy agents and an optimization
statement:
for quantitative preferences
envy(A,B):agent(A),agent(B),A!=B,utility(A,UA,A),
utility(A,UB,B),UB>UA.

∈ ΠC

for ordinal preferences
envy(A,B):agent(A),agent(B),
A!=B,pref(A,B,A),not pref(A,A,B).

∈ ΠC

minimize[Envy(A,B):agent(A):agent(B)]

∈ ΠC

Theorem 4.14: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ preferences in
one of the preference representations discussed in section 5.1, the answer sets S ∈
As(ΠEFO2o(A,R,U)) (if preferences are ordinal) and the answer sets S’∈
As(ΠEFO2q(A,R,U)) (if preferences are quantitative) correspond to the allocations
P∈ Aln,m which minimize the number of envious agents.
Proof: Analogous to the proof of ΠEFo and ΠEFq.
All variations of the envy free problem can be easily coupled with the WO, the WOO,
and the POO problem. For the first two, consider the translation ΠWO’(A,R,U,K),
ΠWOO’(A,R,U), and ΠWOOut’(A,R,U) to be equal to ΠWO (A,R,U,K), ΠWOO(A,R,U), and
ΠWOOut(A,R,U) without the representation of preference (contained in the translation of
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the envy free problem), without the part for generating answer sets (also contained in the
translation of the envy free problem), and with all appearances of the binary predicates
utility(Ag,Ut), replaced with the predicate utility(Ag,Ut, Ag). Then:
•

ΠWO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFq(A,R,U) returns envy free allocations with a value for
social welfare greater than K.

•

ΠWO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO1q(A,R,U) returns the allocations with the smallest envy
degree, among the allocations with a social welfare value greater than K.

•

ΠWO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO2q(A,R,U) returns the allocations with the least number
of envious agents, among the allocations with a social welfare value greater
than K.

•

ΠWOO’ (A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFq(A,R,U) returns the optimal envy free allocations.

•

ΠWOO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO1q(A,R,U) (for DLV only), with a higher priority on
the optimization statement in ΠWOO’, returns the allocations with the smallest
envy degree among the optimal allocations.

•

ΠWOO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO2q(A,R,U) (for DLV only), with a higher priority on
the optimization statement in ΠWOO’, returns the allocations with the least
number of envious agents among the optimal allocations.

•

ΠWOO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO1q(A,R,U) (for DLV only), with a higher priority on
the optimization statement in ΠEFO1q, returns the allocations with best social
welfare among the allocations which minimize the envy degree.

•

ΠWOO’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO2q(A,R,U) (for DLV only), with a higher priority on
the optimization statement in ΠEFO2q, returns the allocations with best social
welfare among the allocations with minimum number of envious agents.

•

The ΠWOOut’ can be applied instead ΠWOO’ in all cases above.

Note that for checking whether an optimal envy free allocation exists, a formalization of
the WOO problem without weak constraints (or weights) is required, and such was not
presented. However, the formalization of the POO problem with preferences in the
bundle form (the translation ΠPOOBF), can be extended with the notion of envy for
returning Pareto-optimal envy free (the efficient envy free) solutions. This is done by
adding the following rules:
hasUtilit(A):-acc(A,B).
envy(A1,A2):agent(A1),not hasUtilit(A1),utility(A1,B,_),
agent(A2),acc(A2,B),A1!=A2.
envy(A1,A2):acc(A1,B),utility(A1,B,U),utility(A1,BB,UU),
acc(A2,BB), UU>U,A1!=A2.
Then, for retuning the Pareto optimal allocations which are envy free (i.e. the efficient
envy free allocations) the following constraint should be added.
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:-envy(A1,A2).
For retuning the Pareto-optimal solutions with the minimal number of envious agents, the
following weak constraint should be added.
:~envy(A1,A2).
The above translation is referred to as ΠPOOEFBF.

4.9 Combinatorial Auctions – The Winner Determination Problem
Combinatorial auction is a centralized allocation protocol in which a special agent, the
auctioneer, announces a set of resources it wants to sell and receives bids from other
agents for subset of those resources. The goal of the auctioneer in such protocol is to
select the set of mutually exclusive bids which maximize its revenue, a problem known
as the winner determination problem in combinatorial auctions. This is the most
extensively studied problem in MARA when it comes to its computational aspect and
there have been many approaches for solving it including an ASP approach presented in
[39] for single unit combinatorial auctions and several extensions. For the purpose of
completeness as well as illustration of how this problem differs from the conventional
welfare optimization problem in MARA, in this section an ASP formalization is
presented for single unit combinatorial auctions with bids expressed in the OR and XOR
languages.
Although combinatorial auctions can be reduced to the WOO problem solved in section
4.5 (preferences in the bundle form correspond to the XOR language, while preferences
in the k-additive form correspond to the OR language), that approach does not seem
intuitive. In essence, the set of valid allocations in the case of WOO is the set of all the
possible assignments of resources to agents such that a resource is assigned to exactly one
agent. This is not necessarily the case in combinatorial auctions where a set of resources
can not be assigned to an agent if the agent has not made a bid for that set. The set of
valid allocations, in this case, is the set of all combinations of mutually acceptable bids
(two bids can not be accepted at the same time if they are for bundles which share a
common resource). Accordingly, the method for generating models in most of the MARA
problems solved prior to this will not be used in the formalization which follows. The
method used here corresponds to the one used for the POO problem in the end of section
4.6.
Recall form chapter 2 that in the XOR and the OR language bids are of the form
〈B1,v1〉 XOR 〈B2, v2〉 XOR … XOR 〈Bn, vn〉 and 〈B1, v1〉 OR 〈B2, v2〉 OR … OR 〈Bn, vn〉
respectively, where each Bi is a bundle (i.e. subsets of the sets of resources) and vi is a
value the agent is prepared to pay for that bundle. Given a resource allocation setting
〈A,R,U〉 where U is the set of the bids of the agents expressed in one of these language,
the bids are formalized with the following translation ΠB(A,R,U) defined as follows:
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

•

For every a ∈ A, with its bids of the form:
〈B1,v1〉 XOR 〈B2,v2〉XOR … XOR 〈Bn, vn〉 or
〈B1, v1〉 OR 〈B2, v2〉 OR … OR 〈Bn, vn〉, for every disjunct 1 ≤ i ≤ n: a facts
denoting the bundle bid(a,i,vi) ∈ ΠB(A,R,U) , a fact for grounding the
bundle identifier bundle(i) ∈ ΠB(A,R,U) and for every resource r∈ Bi the
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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fact inBundle(i,r). ∈ ΠB(A,R,U), where i is a bundle identifier as in the
solution to the POO problem in section 4.6.
A rule for grounding the bid values, given the maximum bid value bidmax
bidg(0… bidmax).
B

•

Note that the translation is the same for both the XOR and the OR language, the only
difference is that the former requires an additional constraint (rule number 3 below) for
ensuring that at most one bid is accepted for each agent.
Consider an agent a with the following bid expressed in the OR language
〈{r1},2〉 OR 〈{ r2},2〉 OR 〈{ r3},1〉 OR 〈{ r1, r2},1〉
The above translation will produce the following rules.
bid(a,1,2). bundle(1). inBundle(1,r1).
bid(a,2,2). bundle(2). inBundle(2,r2).
bid(a,3,1). bundle(3). inBundle(3,r3).
bid(a,12,1).bundle(12).
inBundle(12,r1).inBundle(12,r2).
Accordingly, given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉, the winner determination
problem is formalized in ASP with the logic programs ΠAor(A,R,U) and ΠAxor(A,R,U) for
the bids in the OR and the XOR languages respectively, defined as follows:
•

A translation ΠB(A,R,U), of the bids defined above is included in both
ΠAoe(A,R,U) and ΠAxor(A,R,U)

•

A rule for generating answer set corresponding to all possible combinations of
accepted bids, i.e. each bid being accepted or not:

B

acc(X,Y) v notAcc(X,Y):- bid(X,Y,Z).
(1)
∈ ΠAor(A,R,U), ΠAxor(A,R,U)
or the corresponding two rules without disjunction
acc(X,Y):- bid(X,Y,Z),not notAcc(X,Y).
notAcc(X,Y):- bid(X,Y,Z),not acc(X,Y).
(1)
∈ ΠAor(A,R,U), ΠAxor(A,R,U)
•

A rule for ensuring that no two bids of different agents containing the same item
are selected.
:-acc(A,B), acc(AA,BB),A!=AA,
inBundle(B,R), inBundle(BB,R).
∈ ΠAor(A,R,U), ΠAxor(A,R,U)

•

(2)

A rule for ensuring that no two bids of the same agent are selected, applying
only for bids in the XOR language
:-acc(A,B), acc(A,BB),B!=BB.
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•

A weak constrain for minimizing the sum of not accepted bids, and thus
maximizing the sum of accepted bids
:~ bid(A,U,B),not acc(A,B). [U:1] ∈ ΠAor(A,R,U), ΠAxor(A,R,U)
or in case of Smodels the following optimization statement.
maximize[acc(A,B): bundle(B):
agent(A):bidg(U):bid(A,B,U)=U].

(4)

Theorem 4.15: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with agents’ bids expressed
in the OR language, an optimal answer set S ∈ As(Πor(A,R,U)) corresponds to a set of
mutually acceptable bids P∈ Aln,m which maximize the overall revenue. Similarly if the
agents bids are given in the XOR language, an optimal answer set S ∈ As(ΠAxor(A,R,U))
corresponds to a set of mutually acceptable bids P∈ Aln,m which maximize the overall
revenue.
Proof: From rule 1 and the translation of the bids ΠB(A,R,U), the answer sets S ∈
As(ΠAOR(A,R,U)) correspond to a set of accepted bids P∈ Aln,m, such that an accepted bid
Bi of an agent a belongs to P if and only if acc(a, i) ∈ S. Because of the constraint 2,
there are no two bids of different agents in P sharing the same resource. Thus P is a set of
mutually acceptable bids. Because of the weak constraint 4 (or an optimization in
LParse), the sum of the values of the bids in P must be maximized and thus P
corresponds to a set of mutually acceptable bids which maximize the overall revenue.
The proof for ΠAxor(A,R,U) is analogous, with the additional constraint 3 ensuring that for
each agent there is at most one bid in the corresponding set of mutually acceptable bids
P.
B

B

4.10 Zeuthen Strategy, and the Monotonic Concession Protocol
Unlike the problems presented up till now, which are relevant to centralized allocation of
resources, computing the next proposal under the Zeuthen strategy is a problem relevant
to distributed protocols, more specifically to the Monotonic Concession protocol. Recall
from chapter 2 that the Monotonic Concession protocol involves two agents which
negotiate in rounds in which each agent can either make a new proposal (closer to the
opponent’s proposal) within the available deal space, i.e. concede, or stick to the proposal
given in the previous round. In the beginning the agents are free to give any proposals.
Taking into account the rationality assumption (the agents will agree only on deals which
do not result in loss of utility), the proposals must not decrease the utilities of either of the
agents, and must increase the utility of at least one. The obvious decisions that an agent
needs to make while participating in the Monotinic Concession protocol is whether to
concede in a given round, and if so, how much. Under the Zeuthen strategy the agent
which is less willing to risk conflict is the one which needs to concede enough to change
the balance of the risk. The agent whose proposal results in smaller product of utilities is
the one less willing to risk conflict [25]. More specifically, consider two agents a and b,
with the respective proposals Pa, Pb, and willingness to risk conflict Za and Zb, Za≤ Zb is
equivalent to ua(Pa) * ub(Pa) ≤ ua(Pb) * ub(Pb).
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Taking this into account, what follows is a definition of a logic program for
implementing an agent’s behavior under the Zeuthen strategy in the Monotonic
Concession protocol. The problem is as follows. If the agents are in the initial round of
negotiation, the program will have as its answer sets all rational proposals (if such does
not exist, the program will have no answer sets, i.e. the initial allocation is already
Pareto-optimal). If it is an intermediate round in which a deal has been reached the
program will have a single answer set containing an atom dealRached. If it is an
intermediate round in which the agent whose behavior is modeled needs to stand, the
program will have no answer sets, while if it needs to concede, it will have as its answer
sets all rational proposals which result in change of the risk balance.
Since more than one allocation needs to be represented in each answer set (the initial
allocation, and the most recent proposals) utilities will be represented with utility/3
atoms with the third argument denoting the allocation. In addition, in order to avoid
recursion in the head of rules containing aggregate functions, a separate translation will
be used for encoding the utilities of the new proposal. Such translation ΠEFnp, ΠBFnp,
ΠKAnp, ΠLSnp, ΠLCnp and ΠWGnp (for the different utility representation) is derived from the
translations ΠEF, ΠBF, ΠKA, ΠLS, ΠLC and ΠWG by adding the suffix ‘_np’ (standing for
new proposal) to every predicate name except of the agent/1 and resource/1 predicates .
Thus for example the rules
utility(a,3):-not has(a, r1),has(a, r2).
goal(a):- has(a, r3).
coef(a,1,3):- has(a, r3).
utility(A,U):-agent(A),#sum{C,I: coef(A,C,I)}=U.
utility(A,U):-agent(A), #count{G:goal(A,G)}=U.
become
utility_np(a,3):-not has_np(a, r1),has_np(a, r2).
goal_np(a):- has_np(a, r3).
coef_np(a,1,3):- has_np(a, r3).
utility_np(A,U):-agent(A),#sum{C,I: coef_np(A,C,I)}=U.
utility_np(A,U):-agent(A), #count{G:goal_np(A,G)}=U.
Accordingly, given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with two agents a and b (i.e. A=
{a,b}), an initial allocation Pi, and the agent’s most recent proposals of Pa and Pb (in case
it is not the initial round), the program ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb), for determining the next
move of agent a, and in case of conceding the next proposal, consists of the following
rules:
Data
•

A translation ΠU(A,R,U), which depending on the quantitative preference
representation used is equal to ΠEF’, ΠBF’, ΠKA’, ΠLS’, ΠLC’ or ΠWG’.

•

A translation ΠUnp(A,R,U) for encoding the utilities of the new proposal, which
depending on the quantitative preference representation used is equal to ΠEFnp,
ΠBFnp, ΠKAnp, ΠLSnp, ΠLCnp or ΠWGnp.
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•

The translation of the initial allocation Pi consisting of the following facts:
allocation(init).
and for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ Pi, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the
fact
has(a, r ,init).

•

The translation of the proposal Pa (in case it is not the initial round) consisting
of the following facts:
allocation(ap).
for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ Pa, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the fact
has(a, r ,ap).

•

The translation of the proposal Pb (in case it is not the initial round) consisting
of the following facts:
allocation(bp).
for every agent-bundle pair 〈a, Ba〉∈ Pb, and for every resource r∈ Ba, the fact
has(a, r ,bp).

•

A fact for denoting if it is initial round (in case it is not the initial round this fact
is omitted):
initialRound.

•

A rule for denoting when a deal is reached
dealReached:not initialRound,utility(a,OP,bp),
utility(a,CP,alp),OP >= CP.

•

A rule for denoting whether agent a should concede
concede:not initialRound,not dealReached,
utility(a,N,alp),utility(b,NN,alp),
Zi = N * NN,
utility(a,N2,bp),utility(b,NN2,bp),
Zo = N2 * NN2, Zi <= Zo.

•

(1)

(2)

Rules for denoting when to propose a new deal
propose:-concede.
propose:-initialRound.

(3)

Guess
•

Rule for guessing an allocation in the initial round, and in the case agent a
concede
hasNP(a,X) v hasNP(b,X):-res(X), propose.
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This is equivalent to the following two rules not containing disjunction:
hasNP(a,X):-res(X),not hasNP(b,X), propose.
hasNP(b,X):-res(X),not hasNP(a,X), propose.

(4)

Check
•

Rules for removing answer sets in which a deal is not reached and the agent
does not concede, i.e. it stands to its previous proposal:
:-not initialRound, not concede, not dealReached.
(5)

•

Rules for checking that the proposal is rational, i.e. it increase the utility of at
least on agent without decreasing the utility of the others
:-utility_np(a,X),utility(a,Y,init), propose, Y > X.
:-utility_np(b,X),utility(b,Y,init), propose, Y > X.
:-utility_np(b,X),utility(b,X,init),
utility_np(a,Y),utility(a,Y,init),propose.
(6)

•

In the case agent a concedes, rules for ensuring that the new proposal changes
the risk balance
riskBalancedChanged:utility_np(a,N),utility_np(b,NN),
Zi = N * NN,
utility(a,N2,bp),utility(b,NN2,bp),
Zo = N2 * NN2, Zi > Zo, concede.
:-not riskBalancedChanged, concede.

(7)

Theorem 4.16: Given a resource allocation setting 〈A,R,U〉 with two agents a and b (i.e.
A= {a,b}), and an initial allocation Pi:
a) If the agents are in the initial round of negotiations, the answer sets
S∈As(ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb) correspond to the rational proposals Pnew∈Aln,m,
such that has_np(a,r) ∈ S if and only if 〈a, Ba〉∈ Pnew and r∈ Ba
b) If it is not the initial round of negotiations, and the most recent agents’ proposals
are Pa and Pb there exist an answer set S∈As(ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb)) if and only if
a deal has been reached, or the agent a needs to concede under the Zeuthen
strategy and there exist a rational proposal Pnew which changes the risk balance.
Also, for the latter case (deal is not reached), the answer sets
S∈As(ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb)) correspond to the rational proposals Pnew∈Aln,m that
change the risk balance such that has_np(a,r) ∈ S if and only if 〈a, Ba〉∈ Pnew
and r∈ Ba.
Proof: a) When the agents are in the initial state of negotiations an atom
InitialRound∈S∈As(ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb)) and thus propose∈S from one of the
rules in 3. The rules 1, 2, and the constraint 5 are irrelevant in this case since their body
is never satisfied. Also the atoms dealReached, concede∉S since rules 1 and 2 are
the only ones for deriving them respectively. The constraint 7 is also irrelevant since it
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contain the atom concede in its body. From rule 4, and by the minimality of answer
sets, each answer set S corresponds to a valid proposal (allocation) Pnew∈Aln,m. Given the
translation of the initial allocation Pi , from the rules in ΠU(A,R,U) for every agent i the
atom utility (i,vi,init) ∈ S where vi is the utility of the agent i for the initial
allocation. Similarly, from the rules in ΠUnp(A,R,U), for every agent i an atom
utility_np (i,vnp) ∈ S where vnp is the utility of agent i for the proposal Pnew.
Because of the constraint rules 5, Pnew must increase the utility of at least one agent
without decreasing the utility of the others, and thus the answer set S correspond to the
rational proposals Pnew∈Aln,m.
b) When it is not the initial round, given the translations of Pi, Pa and Pb, from the rules
in ΠU(A,R,U) for every agent i the atoms
utility (i,vi,init),
utility (i,vap,ap), utility (i,vbp,bp)∈S∈As(ΠZS(A,R,U,Pa,Pi ,Pb) where vi,
vap and vbp are the utilities of the agent i for the initial allocation, the most recent
proposal of agent a and the most recent proposal of agent b. If a deal is reached, i.e. the
last proposal of agent b is at least as good for a as its own last proposal, a fact
dealReached∈S from rule 1. Nothing else belongs to S since the atom propose is
not derived, and none of the bodies of the rules 2-7 is satisfied. On the other hand, when a
deal has not been reached and the agent a should not concede under the Zeuthen strategy,
i.e. ua(Pa) * ub(Pa) > ua(Pb) * ub(Pb), the body of rules 1 and 2 will not be satisfied and
the program will have no answer sets because of the constraint 5 as there are no rules for
deriving either of the atoms initialRound, coincide or dealReached. When
agent a should concede under the Zeuthen strategy, i.e. ua(Pa) * ub(Pa) ≤ ua(Pb) * ub(Pb),
the body of rule 2 is satisfied and the atom concede∈S and thus propose∈S from one
of the rules in 3. The valid proposals Pnew are generated from rule 4, and from the rules in
ΠUnp(A,R,U), for every agent i an atom utility_np (i,vnp) ∈ S where vnp is the
utility of agent i for the proposal Pnew. Because of constrain rules in 6 Pnew must be
rational proposal, and because of constraint 7 it must change the risk balance, i.e. ua(Pnew)
* ub(Pnew) > ua(Pb) * ub(Pb).

4.11 Constraints and Generalization
As stated previously, one of ASP’s major advantages compared to alternative algorithms
is the ease of defining and incorporating constraints in the solutions. To suoort this
statement, what follow is some examples of common constraints with the corresponding
ASP formalization, i.e. the rules which need to be added to the programs for
incorporating the constraint.
Resource r1 must be allocated.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO) :
allocated(R):-resource(R), agent(A), has(A,R).
:-not allocated(r1).
For auctions:
allocated(R):-acc(A,B), agent(A),
bundle(B),inBundle(B,R).
:-not allocated(r1).
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The resources r1 and r2 must be allocated together (i.e. to the same agent).
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO):
:-agent(A), has(A,r1),not has(A,r2).
:-agent(A), not has(A,r1),has(A,r2).
For auctions:
:-agent(A),acc(A,B),bundle(B),
inBundle(B,r1),not inBundle(B,r2).
:-agent(A), acc(A,B),bundle(B),
not inBundle(B,r1),inBundle(B,r2).
Resource r1 can only be allocated to the agents a1 and a2.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO) :
:-agent(A),has(A,r1),A!=a1,A!=a2.
For auctions:
:-agent(A),bundle(B),acc(A,B),
inBundle(B,r1),A!=a1,A!=a2.
All agents need to end up happy, i.e. they have a positive utility or they have at least one
bid accepted.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO):
happy(A):-agent(A),utility(A,U),U>0.
:- agent(A),not happy(A).
For auctions:
happy(A):-agent(A),acc(A,B).
:-agent(A),not happy(A).
A positive utility assigned to an agent should not be less than 10 or, in case of auctions,
no bids of value less than 10 are accepted.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO) :
:- agent(A),utility(A,U),U>0, U<10.
For auctions:
happy(A):- agent(A),acc(A,B).
:-agent(A),not happy(A).
The number of resources which are not allocated should be less than 5.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO) :
allocated(R):-resource(R),agent(A),has(A,R).
free(R):-resource(R),not allocated(r1).
:-5 [free(R):resource(R)].
For auctions:
allocated(R):-acc(A,B), agent(A), inBundle(B,R).
free(R):-resource(R) , not allocated(r1).
:-5 [free(R):resource(R)].
Every agent should be allocated least 5 resources.
For the conventional resource allocation problems (except POO) :
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:-agent(A),[has(A,R):resource(R)] 4.
For auctions:
:-agent(A), bundle(B),acc(A,B),[inBundle(B,R)] 4.
Beside constraints, generalization can also be made without significant changes in the
program structure. For example, in order to move from single unit to multi unit auctions
(in either the XOR or the OR language) the following changes should be made.
•

The resource/1 atoms are extended with another argument denoting the
number of resource units available.

•

The inBundle/2 atoms are extended with another argument (aside from the
bundle identifier and the resource) denoting the number of units of a specific
resource in a bundle.

•

Rules are added, for defining the number of units of each resource allocated for an
accepted bid of a specific agent.
allocated(A,B,R,Amount):agent(A),bundle(B),acc(A,B),
inBundle(B,R, Amount),A!=a1,A!=a2.

•

A constraint is added for ensuring that the total amount of units allocated for a
resource allocation, does not exceed the limit.
:-[allocated(A,B,R,Amount):agent(A):bundle(B):
inBundle(B,R,Amount)=Amount] Limit, resource(R,Limit).

The above are just few examples of how constraints which can be added to a program
without any modification of the original program and how the original programs can be
modified in order to capture a generalization. There is no doubt that there are many more
examples in real world scenarios which are not addressed here but can be incorporated in
a similar manner as presented above.
Beside the easy of adding constraints and making generalizations, it is important to note
that most of the formalizations presented in this chapter are universal (or differ little) for
different preference representations. Also, translations like ΠWOOut(A,R,U), ΠWOO(A,R,U),
ΠWO(A,R,U), and ΠPOq(A,R,U) apply in scenarios in which the preference representation
might differ from agent to agent.
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5. Results
This chapter covers experimental results for the ASP solutions presented in the
previous chapter. The intention is not to compare the solutions to alternative algorithms
(which are still to be published for most of the problems), nor to compare the
performances of different answer set solvers, but rather to give an estimate of the size of
instances the solution can be applied to, taking into account that a solution should be
returned within a reasonable amount of time. Special attention is drawn on the welfare
optimization and the Pareto-optimality problem (the optimization version), since these
two are the most significant for the practical application of MARA. For the quantitative
preferences, the bundle and the k-additive form are considered. Weighted goals are very
similar to k-additive when formalized in ASP, and thus the results for the k-additive form
are also relevant for weighted goals. The other two types of logic based preferences
(single goal and cardinality of satisfied goals) are simplifications of weighted goals.
Ordinal preferences are not considered since none of the presented solutions in which
they are applicable is convenient for testing. The performance of the decision version of
the Pareto-optimality problem is strongly depended on the input allocation which is
checked for Pareto-optimality. If many allocation Pareto dominate the input one (which is
almost certain for a random allocation in a large instance) an answer will be returned fast
without a real measure of the performance and in the scope of this work there are no
means for generating at least a ‘decent’ allocation. Same is the case with the welfare
improvement problem, while, the solutions for the envy free problem make sense only
when combined with other problems.
Tests are run on three answer set solvers: Smodels, DLV, and Clasp. Since the goal is not
to compare answer set solvers, the performances of a program are presented only in the
solver which performs the best.
The tests are run on Intel Centrino Dual core processor at 1.66GHz with 1GB RAM.
There are five parameters that are considered in each test scenario:
•

the number of agents

•

the number of resources

•

the number of bundles (coefficients/prioritized goals/bids) for which each an
agent has specified a utility

•

the maximum utility (coefficient/priority/bid) value which an agent can assign
to a bundle

•

the maximum size of a bundle for which an agent has a utility
(coefficient/prioritized goal/bid)

The bundles for which an agent has a utility (coefficient/weighted goal/prioritized
goal/bid) are generated randomly, firstly by choosing a random size of a bundle (in the
range 1…maximum size), and then randomly choosing the resources in that bundle. Note
that if a bundle is randomly generated for the second time, the generation step is repeated.
(i.e. an agent can not have two utilities for the same bundle). Afterwards, the generated
bundles are assigned a random utility value (coefficient/priority/bid). In the case
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preferences are presented in the bundle form and XOR bids in combinatorial auctions,
bigger bundles are more probable to be assigned a higher utility value compared to the
smaller ones. Conversely, in the k-additive representation and OR bids in combinatorial
auctions bigger bundles are more probable to be assigned a lower coefficient (priority)
compared to the smaller ones. This distribution is devised in order the generated instances
to better resemble real case scenarios.
In general the distribution of utilities has an effect on the results. For programs without
optimization statements, the grater number of valid answer sets the less time is needed for
the first one to be returned. For example, for the decision version of welfare optimization
of utilitarian social welfare results are better for a distribution which assigns high utilities
to small bundles compared to the converse one since in the former there are more
allocations with high social welfare. The case is the opposite for the optimization version
of the same problem. This is because in presence of optimization statements solvers
perform worse when there are many solutions which are close to optimal. Accordingly,
when maximizing utilitarian social welfare the above distribution leads to better results
compared to a completely random one for preferences in the bundle form, while worse
for preferences in the k-additive form.

5.1 Wellfare Optimization
For the decision version of the WO problem the results are closely depended on the value
given as input for checking whether there exist an allocation with a greater social welfare.
If the input value is small, then there will be many such allocation (and thus answer sets),
and a solution will be returned fast. The following table sums up the results for the WO
problem (the translation ΠWO) of utilitarian social welfare with preferences in the bundle
form. The input value used is set to half of the maximum social welfare value, i.e.
(number of agents * maximum preference value)/2. The results are listed for CLASP,
which is the solver in which this problem is solved the fastest. The timings of DLV and
Smodels are much worse. For example, the instances for which CLASP finds the solution
within one second can take several minutes in either of the other two solvers. This is
general for most of the problems.
Agents resources
10
10
15
15
20
30
30

30
30
30
30
30
50
50

pref. per
agent
30
30
30
30
30
30
100

Max
pref.
value
15
15
15
30
15
15
15

Max pref.
Time for the first
size
answer set in CLASP
10
30
30
30
30
30
30

<1s
<1s
2-3s
20-40s
>2m
>2m
>100s

Table 5.1.a. welfare optimization, utilitarian social welfare, bundle form.

In table above ‘<1s’ is written if the answer is returned within one second, and ‘2m>’ if
the answer is not returned within 2 minutes. The timings cover the most common cases.
For example if 20-40s is written in the table means that from around 8 out of 10 instances
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of the problem a solution will be returned within this time frame, however, it might be the
case that for some instance a result is not returned even in 2 minutes or, oppositely,
returned within a second. In the tests which follow, such extreme cases are much more
rear, and the timings are more precise.
Although the results do vary a lot from instance to instance, still important information
can be drawn from this table. In essence, an increase in the number of agents or the
maximum utility value of an agent, results in a drastic decrease of the overall
performance. In fact, the range of possible social welfare values used for grounding the
aggregate rule for calculating the social welfare enlarges with the increase of these
parameters, resulting in many ground instantiations of the aggregate rule. This is much
worse in the case of the Nash product, which has a greater range of social welfare values
compared to the utilitarian social welfare. Similar is the case with k-additive preferences,
which require additional aggregation. In addition, an increase of number of agent
preferences or a decrease of the maximum preference size results in a better performance
since the overall number of solution increases.
The results are significantly better when the explicit aggregation is not used (the
translation ΠWOBAut, ΠWOKAut, ΠWOLCut, and ΠWOWGut). The following table sums up the
results for the WO problem of utalitarian social welfare with preferences in the bundle
form and the input value (the translation ΠWOBAut) same as before, half of the maximum
social welfare value, i.e. (number of agents * maximum preference value)/2.
agents

resources

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

10
10
20
30
30
30
30
30
30
70

30
30
30
30
30
50
50
100
100
100

30
30
30
10
30
30
100
30
30
30

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

max pref.
Time for the first
size
answer set in CLASP
10
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
100
30

<1s
<1s
1-2s
<1s
>2m
2s-30s
3s-10s
2s-20s
10s-20s
>2m

Table 5.1.b welfare optimization (no aggregates), utilitarian social welfare, bundle form.

The above table, if compared to the previous, clearly emphasizes the problems ASP
encounters with aggregation, especially with the sum and the count aggregates. Thus, as
long as there is no answer set solver which works with aggregates in more efficient way
compared to the solvers used here, ASP solutions of problems for which such aggregation
is necessary are only applicable to small instances. On the other hand, in presence of no
aggregates, ASP performs relatively well.
The results are also satisfactory for the egalitarian and elitist social welfare. The
following table sums up the results for the WO problem of egalitarian social (the
translation ΠWOeg) welfare with preferences in the bundle form and the input value half of
the maximum social welfare value, in this case maximum preference value/2.
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agents

resources

pref. per
agent

10
10
10
20
30
40
50
50
70

30
30
50
50
70
80
50
100
150

30
30
30
30
40
40
50
50
50

max pref. Max pref.
Time for the first
value
size
answer set in CLASP
5
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
20
20
20
20
10
20
20

<1s
<1s
<1s
<1s
1-3s
7-50s
>2m
40s-60s
>2m

Table 5.2. welfare optimization, egalitarian social welfare, bundle form.

For the elitist social welfare, the results are even better compared to the egalitarian social
welfare with the input value equal to the maximum social welfare, i.e. the maximum
preference value.
Next, the optimization version of the WO problem (WOO) is considered. The following
table sums up the results for the WOO problem of egalitarian social (the translation
ΠWOO) welfare with preferences in the bundle form. The same problem requires the sum
aggregate in case of k-additive preferences and the results are significantly worse.
agents

resources

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

10
20
20
20
20
30
50
50

30
30
30
50
70
70
70
100

30
30
30
30
30
30
40
40

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

max pref.
Time for the first
size
answer set in CLASP
10
10
30
30
30
30
30
30

<1s
10-40s
<1s
2-3s
3-4s
5-7s
40-60s
>2m

Table 5.3. welfare optimization (optimization version), egalitarian social welfare, bundle form.

For the WOO problem of utilitarian social welfare, aggregation is not necessary for
preferences in the bundle form or in the k-additive form. The following tables sums up
the results for the solution of the WOO problem, firstly for the bundle form (the
translation ΠWOOut) and then for the k-additive form (the translation ΠWOOKAut).
agents

resources

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

10
10
10
20
30

30
30
30
30
30

10
30
30
30
10

15
15
15
15
15
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Time for the first
size
answer set in CLASP
10
10
30
30
30

<1s
>2m
1-3s
20s-100s
3-5s
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30
30
30
70

50
100
100
100

10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15

30
30
100
100

4-10s
20-90s
1-3s
20-40s

Table 5.4.a welfare optimization (optimization version), utilitarian social welfare, bundle form.

agents

resources

coef. per
agent

max coef.
value

max coef.
size

Time for the first
answer set in CLASP

10
10
10
20
30
30
30
30
70

30
30
30
30
30
50
100
100
100

10
30
30
30
10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
30
30
30
30
30
100
100

1-2s
>2m
1-2s
15-90s
3-5s
4-6s
20-90s
1-3s
10-20s

Table 5.4.b welfare optimization (optimization version), utilitarian social welfare, k-additive form.

From the above tables it can be concluded that the overall number of
preferences/coefficients (agents * preferences per agent) has a great influence on the
performance, together with the amount of mutually acceptable bundles for which agent’s
have a defined preference/coefficient i.e. the ratio between the number of resources and
the size of the preferences/coefficients. The latter is evident by the fact that a decrease in
the maximal preferences/coefficients size (which results in an increase in the ratio)
drastically decreases the performance, as shown by the first two columns in the tables
above. This is completely opposite in the WO problem presented before, thus when the
ratio is big the solution of the WO problem can be used for finding a reasonable good
allocation, while, if the ratio small the solution of the WOO problem can be used for
finding the optimal solution.
Finally, the following table sums up the results for returning the leximin optimal
solutions in a resource allocation setting with preferences in the bundle form (the kadditive form will require aggregation and thus would be less efficient). Recall that the
formalization of this problem ΠWOOlo used priorities on weights and thus it is only
applicable in DLV.
Agents resources
5
5
10
10
10
20

10
10
10
10
20
10

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

max pref.
size

Time for the first
answer set in DLV

10
30
30
30
30
30

15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
10
5
10
10

<1s
<1s
7-11s
7-11s
>2m
>2m

Table 5.5 welfare optimization (optimization version), leximin, bundle form.
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5.2 Pareto Optimality
Regarding the PO problem, only its optimization version is considered since the
performance of the solution for the decision version are closely dependent on the
allocation which is given as input to the problem. Same as the leximin optimality
problem, the solution of the POO problem, with preferences in the bundle form (the
translation ΠPOOBF), is only applicable in DLV. The following table sums up the results.
Agents resources
10
10
10
10
10
10
30
50

30
30
70
70
30
30
30
30

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

max pref.
size

Time for the first
answer set in DLV

10
10
10
10
30
30
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
30
10
30
10
30
10
10

1-2s
5s-20s
1-5s
10s-20s
30s-120s
>2m
15s-100s
>60s

Table 5.6 Pareto-optimality(optimization version), bundle form.

As shown by the above table, the performance of the POO problem decrease with the
increase of the size of preferences due to the computation necessary for ensuring that the
considered allocations are valid. This is completely opposite to the results for the WOO
problem discussed in the preceding section. Another important difference is that the
performance of the POO problem is more sensitive to an increase of the number of
preferences per agent compared to an increase of the number of agents. In the WOO
problem this is not the case as the overall number of preferences is what matters,
regardless of whether there are many agents with not many preferences or vice versa.

5.3 Envy Free
Since it does not make sense to run the solution for the EF problem alone (often, the
returned allocation will assign bundles for which the agents have a 0 utility value), this
problem it is combined with other problems. Thus, the table which follows sums up the
results for finding the envy free allocation which maximize utilitarian social welfare in a
resource allocation setting with preference in the bundle form (the translation
ΠWOOut’(A,R,U) ∪ ΠEFq(A,R,U) ).
agents

resources

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

10
10
10
20
30
30
30

30
30
30
30
30
50
100

10
30
30
30
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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max pref.
Time for the first
size
answer set in CLASP
10
10
30
30
30
30
30

1-2s
>2m
2-5s
>100s
15-25s
30-60s
>2

5. Results

30
50

100
100

10
10

15
15

100
100

15-25s
>100s

Table 5.7. envy free welfare optimization (optimization version), utilitarian social welfare, bundle form.

The results above are slightly worse than the ones for the WOO problem alone in table
5.4.a. This means that the envy free check does not add a great computational cost.
However, when preferences are in the k-additve form the performance decrease
drastically compared to the ones in table 5.4.b due to the introduction of aggregates for
the envy free check. In this case, problems involving more than 10 agents and 10
resources can not be solved within two minutes.
The results for the solution of the POO and the EF problems combined with preference in
the bundle form, i.e. finding an efficient envy free solution in a resource allocation setting
(the translation ΠPOOEFut’(A,R,U) ), are more or less identical to the results for the POO
problem alone presented in table 5.6. This is because the computational cost for
generating envy free allocations is compensated by the reduction in the number of
allocations checked for Pareto-optimality. Even, in some cases, the solution for the POO
and EF combined performs better than the solution to the POO alone.
Next, the results for the solutions of the WOO problem and the optimization versions of
the EF problem combined are presented. The following table sums up the results for
returning the allocations with the least number of envious agents among the optimal
allocations in respect to utilitarian social welfare, with preferences in the bundle form
(the translation ΠWOOut’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO2q(A,R,U)).
Agents resources
5
5
10
10
10
20

10
10
10
10
20
10

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

max pref.
size

Time for the first
answer set in DLV

10
30
10
30
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
10
10
10
10

<1s
1-2s
5-20s
2m>
2m>
2m>

Table 5.8 welfare optimization (optimization version), utilitarian social welfare, with least number of
envious agents, bundle form.

These results are also relevant for the reverse problem, i.e. returning the allocation
optimal allocation among the allocations with the smallest number of envious agents, as
well as, the other optimization version of the EF problem, minimizing the degree of envy
(the translation ΠWOOut’(A,R,U,K) ∪ ΠEFO1q(A,R,U)).

5.4 Winner determination in combinatorial auctions
The following tables sum up the results for the OR and the XOR problems (the
translations ΠAxor(A,R,U) and ΠAor(A,R,U)) respectively.
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Agents resources
10
10
10
20
30
30
30
30
70

Bids per
agent

max bid
value

max bid
size

Time for the first
answer set in CLASP

10
30
30
30
10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
30
30
30
30
30
100
100

<1s
>60s-2m
4-5s
35s-90s
4-6s
4-7s
10-30s
22s-25s
>2m

30
30
30
30
30
50
100
100
100

Table 5.9a winner determination problem, XOR bids

Agents resources
10
10
10
20
30
30
30
30
70

Bids per
agent

max bid
value

max bid
size

Time for the first
answer set in CLASP

10
30
30
30
10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
30
30
30
30
30
100
100

<1s
>60s
5-6s
35s-90s
4-6s
4-7s
10-30s
22s-25s
>2m

30
30
30
30
30
50
100
100
100

Table 5.9b winner determination problem, OR bids

The above results can be directly compared with the ones in table 5.4.a and 5.4.b for the
WOO problem of utilitarian social welfare with preferences in the bundle and the kadditive form, since this is essentially the same problem as the winner determination
problem. This provides a good reference for comparison of the performance of the to
alternative problem formalizations, the one which generates allocations on the base of
allocating resources to agents (used in WOO), and the one which generates allocations on
the base of accepting or not accepting a preference (bid) of a specific agent (used in the
winner determination and the POO problem). Apparently, the two perform very similar.
The latter is a bid faster for smaller instances, however when the number of resources and
number of agents is large, it performs worse due to the time needed for parsing (as shown
by the last two columns of the tables).

5.5 Zeuthen Strategy
This problem is inconvenient for testing since it is dependent on the initial allocation as
well as the two last proposals, all of which are given as input. In general, when the agent
should not concede, the program is stratified and solutions are returned fast. The actual
complexity arises when the agent which behavior is modeled needs to concede. Since
running a full negotiation process (the two programs run in each negotiation step, and the
output of the programs is used as input in the next negotiation step) is impractical for
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large data, the testing is done in a different manner. All three input allocation are
generated random (although it is often the case they do not represent a realistic
negotiation step), and the agent is forced to concede no matter if it should or not. This
way, the program will try to find a rational allocation (better than the initial one) which
changes the risk balance, and thus going through all the computation necessary for
generating a valid proposal. Accordingly, the results would be also relevant for a realistic
negotiation step, and are presented in the table below, for preference in the bundle form.
For k-additive preferences aggregation is necessary and results will be significantly
worse. For this problem Smodels have the best performance, though CLASP has similar
timings.
resources

pref. per
agent

max pref.
value

max
pref. size

Time for the first
answer set in Smodels

50
200
200
100
100
200

500
500
1000
1500
2000
1500

15
15
15
15
15
15

50
200
200
100
100
200

2-3s
2-3s
10s-20s
10s-20s
20-30s
>2m

Table 5.10 Determining the next proposal under the Zeuthen strategy in the monotonic concession
protocol, with preferences in the bundle form.

The results are expectably much better than for any of the problems discussed previously.
This is because the solution of this problem does not contain optimization statements.

5.6 Additional constraints
Most of the additional constraints do not have a major effect on the performance, thus the
results presented in the preceding sections are also relevant in presence of additional
constraints. Although constraints in most of the cases decrease the number of solution,
they also decrease the search space. Of course there can be exceptions when the
constraint decreases significantly the number of solutions and not so much the search
space (or vice versa).
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6. Conclusions and Further work
The goal which initiated this work was to find flexible, declarative and efficient
solutions to common MARA problems. This was motivated by many real world
applications in which this attributes are either necessary or strongly favored. It was
argued that a fully declarative logic programming paradigm, Answer Set Programming,
can be used for providing solutions with such characteristics given its declarative,
intuitive and highly expressive semantics. This was also aided by the fact that ASP had
been already successfully applied for solving the winner determination problem in
combinatorial auctions.
Indeed, ASP proved to be adequate for solving many complex problems in MARA. In
this respect, solutions were presented for the following problems:
•

the welfare improvement problem for: the Nash product, utilitarian, elitist, and
egalitarian.

•

the welfare optimization problem, both the decision and the optimization
version, for: the Nash product, utilitarian, elitist, egalitarian and the leximin social
welfare(only applies to the optimization version).

•

the Pareto-optimality problem, both the decision and the optimization version.

•

the envy free problem, both the decision version and the optimization versions
(i.e. minimizing the envy degree and minimizing the number of envious agents).

•

the winner determination problem in combinatorial auctions for bids in the XOR
and OR languages,

•

determining the next proposal under the Zeuthen strategy in the Monotonic
Concession protocol.

It was also presented how some of these problems can be combined, particularly the
different variations of the envy free problem with the Pareto-optimality and the welfare
optimization problem (for example, finding an efficient envy free solutions), as well as,
how some common constraints can be incorporated. The solutions capture the most
common preference representations including, for quantitative preferences: the bundle
form, the k-additive form, and the weighted goals; and for ordinal preferences: the bestout, the descrimin and the leximin orderings of prioritized goals. Exception is the
optimization version of the Pareto-optimality problem which applies only to preferences
in the bundle form.
The ASP approach is general and flexible, thus the solutions can be easily adapted for
solving real world problems in dynamic domains. This is supported by the ease of which
additional constraints can be added and by the fact that the solutions are universal (with
small exceptions) for different preference representations used and for different metrics
measuring the social welfare. Regarding efficiency, the only reference for comparison is
combinatorial auctions, since alternative algorithms are very rare for the other problems.
In this respect, the performance of the ASP solutions, as stated in [39], can not be
compared to the specialized algorithms for winner determination. However, the
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specialized algorithms do not offer the flexibility of the ASP approach, particularly, in
terms of different preference representations, constraints and generalizations.
The presented work can also aid the development of efficient answer set solvers, since
the solutions can be used as benchmarks for testing. It provides an example of how ASP
can be used for solving problems of different complexity classes in a declarative and
flexible manner and it is likely to encourage researches to apply ASP for problems in
other domains which share similar requirements with MARA.
The focus in the dissertation was on the ‘hottest’ problems in centralized MARA while
there are also other complex MARA problems, especially in negotiations, which were not
addressed here. If the need arises, such problems can be solved with ASP in the future,
either as a completely separate work or as a continuation of this dissertation. However, of
greater importance for the completeness of the ASP application in MARA is to apply the
presented solutions in a practical application of MAS systems. In essence, in this
dissertation results were presented only for completely artificial data, and would be
interesting to see how the solutions scale for realistic problem instantiations, as well as
how the solutions of several problems can be used for developing a single agent capable
of solving different MARA problems depending on the needs at a specific moment.
Accordingly, it is strongly suggested that this work is complemented with a case study in
which most of the problems solved here are relevant.
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